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Area student carries Olympic torch 
by Tom A. Augello 
reporter  
From Ancient Greece to 20th-cen- 
tury Fremont, Ohio, the Olympic tra- 
dition of the torch-carrying runner 
continues. 
Gene Simmons, 18-year-old senior 
at Fremont Ross High School, re- 
cently found out he would be one of the 
10,000 young people chosen to carry 
the Olympic torch from New York to 
the site of the 1984 Summer Olympics 
in Los Angeles. 
"Mr. Brickner (Fremont Ross as- 
sistant principal) called me into his 
office and said. 'What would you do if 
I told you you've been nominated to 
carry the Olympic torch?' and IJust 
sat there and laughed at him," Sim- 
mons said. "Somebody comes up to 
you and tells you that, you think 
they're jokinV' 
According to Simmon's track coach 
Norman Bray, the young athlete will 
be carrying the torch for about six 
tenths of a mile, or one kilometer. He 
said they do not yet know exactly 
where or when the run will be, but the 
Olympic committee has told them it 
will be within a 50-mile radius of 
Fremont sometime in May. 
The Olympic organizers have been 
selling the one-kilometer sections of 
the torch route for $3,000 to sponsors. 
Waste Management Inc., is sponsor- 
ing 15 torch bearers nationally. Its 
Ohio Liquid Disposal division near 
Fremont prompted the sponsoring of 
a local student. 
It is donating $2,400 to a college 
scholarship fund ac Fremont Ross 
High School, the other $600 goes to the 
Olympic Committee. 
Bray said he was having coffee with 
the Fremont school superintendent 
last September when the administra- 
tor asked him to start thinking of an 
outstanding senior athlete to carry 
the torch. Bray said they wanted to 
give the opportunity to a track runner 
and there were only two students who 
had the qualifications. 
"The overriding factor was (Sim- 
mon's) extracurricular activities in 
school," Bray said. "In fact, some- 
times I think he's too active." 
Both students under consideration 
were required to fill out a resume. 
Simmon's qualifications Included Stu- 
dent Council vice president, choir, junior and senior cabinet and social 
studies club. 
Simmons is in his third year of 
track at Fremont Ross and has also 
played on the school football and 
wrestling teams. He said be hopes to 
participate in the 1988 Olympics in the 
"You know how you set goals for 
yourself, just like a little kid you want 
to be a football athlete; I guess win- 
ning a gold medal would be one of the 
ultimate goals for an athlete," Sim- 
mons said. 
"I don't want to fight for my coun- 
try; I'd rather win a gold medal than 
have to go fight somewhere. I always 
say anything is possible if you work at 
Publicity from bis selection has 
caught up with Simmons, however, 
and he said he is ready for things to 
get back to normal. He said the tele- 
phone was almost ringing off the hook 
the night the local newspaper ran a 
story announcing his selection. 
"It's nice, but It gets to be pretty 
monotonous," Simmons said. "Ev- 
erybody likes glory, but after a while 
you get tired of it. I can hardly go 
anywhere without somebody wanting 
to talk for a half an hour. It's nice, it's 
once in a lifetime and everything, but 
you cant do your school work and you 
cant hardly think right." 
Simmons said his being chosen is 
ironic because he and his family were 
sitting at home before he knew he was 
being considered, watching some- 
thing about the Olympic torch on 
television and were fantasizing about 
being one of the runners. He said 
when he came home and told them he 
would actually be carrying it "they 
flipped." 
Youths serve booze; still can't drink 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Nineteen- and 
20-year-old Ohioans soon may be able 
to serve wine and liquor in restau- 
rants or night clubs even though they 
wont be able to drink the stufiT 
A Senate-passed bill allowing peo- 
ple in that age group to handle intoxi- 
cating liquor in open containers when 
working as waiters or waitresses 
cleared the House on a 76-18 vote 
yesterday. 
Moments later, the Senate went 
along with House changes by a 25-8 
tally and sent the bill, sponsored by 
Sen. Thomas Carney, D-Girard, to 
Gov. Richard Celeste. 
Rep. Paul Jones, D-Ravenna. the 
House sponsor, said the liquor bill was 
aimed at providing jobs. 
"With the passage of this bill, many 
young people will nave a much better 
opportunity to be gainfully employed 
in the state of Ohio," Jones said. 
Although the measure would allow 
19-and 20-year-olds to serve liquor, 
they would still be prohibited from 
drinking it. Jones said bartenders 
must be at least 21 years old. 
In addition, the bill would change 
current law to let persons 18 and 
£ounger handle beer or intoxicating 
quor in open - and presumably 
empty - containers in connection with 
cleaning tables. 
Rep. Jo Ann Davidson, R-Reynolds- 
burg, offered an amendment that 
sought to keep that particular restric- 
tion at age 18. 
"I think it's equally important to 
consider what kind of work opportuni- 
ties we're providing for these young 
people. It's not simply in the good 
family restaurant... it opens up 
these employment opportunities in 
the taverns, the bars, the nightclubs," 
Davidson said. 
"I'm not really sure I want to be 
responsible for saying that 16-or 17- 
year-olds ought to be working in that 
kind of an environment," she said. 
Her amendment was defeated on a 
61-33 vote. 
Jones said statistics show the res- 
taurant and retail industries are the 
major employers of young people In 
the state. 
"Without this law, we deny thou- 
sands of youngsters the opportunity 
and the right to work," he said. 
Says 'thank you' through donations 
1953 BG graduate repays University 
bg new* staff/Sue Cross 
Nick Mileti 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
staff reporter 
Nick Mileti makes a habit of 
giving. He has been giving since his 
graduation from the University in 
1953, and he gave again yesterday 
by speaking to a Marketing 410 
class. 
Mileti, 52, has a warm spot in his 
heart for the University. He has 
made speaking visits and been 
active in capital development here. 
He's given numerous gifts to the 
University, including the donation 
of the Anderson Arena scoreboard, 
and recently, a cash gift of more 
than $300,000. 
"These are the things you do to 
try to say thanks," Mileti said. "I 
could never repay the University 
for what it's done for me." 
In return, the University has 
given Mileti several awards, in- 
cluding an honorary doctorate and 
the naming of the Mileti Alumni 
Center. 
When he visited yesterday, 
Mileti was en route to the Cleve- 
land opening of "Streamers," his 
first solo attempt as a film pro- 
ducer. It will be shown at the 
Cleveland International Film Fes- 
tival this evening. 
Mileti's name may be most fa- 
miliar to Clevelanders. He built a 
fortune in real estate, entertain- 
ment and sports in Cleveland be- 
fore moving to California and a 
career in producing movies in 1979. 
AT ONE POINT in the 1970s 
Mileti was simultaneously owner of 
the Cleveland Indians, Cavaliers 
and the Crusaders of the now-de- 
funct World Hockey Association. 
Mileti attributes much of his 
success in business to the educa- 
tion he received in Bowling Green. 
"My education here was great." 
Mileti said. "I was in pre-law, and I 
had wonderful advice. 
"I took everything across the 
board - art appreciation, music, 
speech - that's got to help you by 
being more of a renaissance man.' 
In life, everything you do is con- 
nected." 
After graduating with a bachelor 
of arts in political science, Mileti 
received a law degree from Ohio 
State University. Mileti said he 
never developed a fondness for 
OSU. 
"I've never given anything to 
them (OSU)," he said. "At one 
point, I was the largest employer of 
Bowling Green grads in the world. 
It wasn't hurting me by doing it." 
Mileti said he employed alumni 
in broadcasting and sports when he 
lived in Cleveland. 
ASIDE FROM broadcasting and 
sports, Mileti said he has had three 
other careers: "My first career 
was law, and my second career 
was as an elderly housing consul- 
tant. 
"I don't ever look back. I've 
loved everything I've done, includ- 
ing my present (movie) career." 
Mileti slowly began eliminating 
his business interests in Cleveland 
when he left. He sold the Cavaliers, 
his last sports franchise, in I960. 
Mileti now makes his home in 
Beverly Hills, Calif. He left Cleve- 
land because of the harsh winters 
and to produce movies. 
"The weather Just drove me 
out," he said. "I've had three total 
hip replacements, so the weather is 
especially hard on me." 
According to Mileti, moviemak- 
he said. "I don't have to prove 
anything to anybody. I plan to do 
three or four pictures a year of 
modest budgets - $3 to $4 million 
apiece." 
-» , •»     • bg news staff/Sue Cross Soaring higher 
Jumping hurdles brings Gene Simmons one step closer to bearing the torch at the 
1984 Summer Olympics. Simmons, a freshman at Fremont Ross High School, will 
be one of 10.000 students to carry the torch between New York City and Los 
Angeles In May. 
University seeks aid 
to interpret new law 
by Nancy Beach 
staff reporter 
Editor's Note: This is the last in a 
three-part series on the collective 
bargaining law. 
The University administration has 
had to inform itself and its employees 
about the new law that allows public 
employees to bargain collectively 
with their employers and strike, 
according to Philip Mason, assistant 
to the president. 
Mason said that the University has 
asked for legal help from the Millisor, 
Belkin, and Nobil law firm in Colum- 
bus to help interpret the new law, 
which is complicated. 
"There will probably be a lot of 
legal disputes and challenges result- 
ing from this law," Mason said. He 
explained that there have been ques- 
tions about what some parts of the law 
mean. Joining unions is one of these 
areas. 
Mason stressed that the University 
administration is taking a neutral 
stand on whether or not an employee 
should join a union. 
"Joining a union is entirely up to the 
individual," Mason said. "All we are 
doing is making sure that employees 
know about thelaw so they can make 
an informed decision." 
In an attempt to dispel rumors 
about the law, University President 
Paul Olscamp sent a letter dated 
March 5,1964 to all employees dispel- 
ling rumors and explaining proce- 
dures that unions go through to obtain 
members. One rumor is that all em- 
ployees will have to join a union. This 
is not true. The new law, known as the 
Ohio Public Employees Collective 
Bargaining Act, or simply the Ohio 
Act, says that employees may join a 
union if they wish. 
ANOTHER RUMOR is that employ- 
ees may as well join a union because 
they will be required to pay a fee 
similar to union dues anyway, known 
as a "fair share fee." This is also not 
true. A fair share fee is an agreement 
a union and the employer reach dur- 
ing collective bargaining that non- 
union members may be required to 
pay such a fee in order to retain their 
jobs. University employees are not 
even represented by unions at this 
point. 
Handouts have also been sent to all 
management personnel, telling them 
what they can and cannot do under 
the new law. Mason said that the last 
thing the University wants is to be 
brought to court under charges of 
unfair labor practice, so supervisors 
have to be careful of what they say 
and do. 
Supervisors can do things such as 
express their opinions about union 
policies, correct misunderstandings 
about union procedures, remind em- 
ployees that their decision to join a 
union or not to join will not affect their 
work status and tell employees that 
signing a union authorization card 
that states the employee supports the 
union and asking for an election does 
not mean they nave to vote for the 
union at election time. 
Supervisors cannot do things such 
as promise a promotion or pay raise if 
they vote against a union, threaten to 
fire or discipline an employee if he is 
active in a union, spy on union meet- 
ings or ask employees if they belong 
to a union. 
Mason said that there have been 
union representatives on campus to 
solicit members, but said from what 
he has seen and heard there does not 
appear to be massive interest in any 
one union at this point. 
He also said in his personal opinion 
the University really does not need a 
union. There are several organizatio- 
nal bodies on campus that discuss 
employee desires and difficulties, and 
Mason said he thought those organiza- 




If you measure the success of an April 
Fool's gag by how many people it 
fooled, then The Green Sheet's recent 
prank was successful. 
Last Tuesday's issue, contained a 
story about a Marine exhibit to be 
held Sunday in the Student Recreation 
Center Cooper Pool. 
The fabricated story, which ended 
with the line "April Fool's," was 
convincing to about a dozen people 
who believed the article and called 
the Student Recreation Center. 
According to Karen DeRosa, assis- 
tant director for the Rec Center, a 
woman, whose daughter is in the 
waterbabies program, called to com- 
plain about the uncleanliness of such 
a show. A biology student called to 
say she was disappointed the story 
was a fake. 
During a University tour of the Rec 
Center, a guide pointed to the pool and 
told parents ana prospective students 
that this was the location for a huge 
marine exhibition, DeRosa said. 
DeRose said the article was meant 
to be a joke and Rec Center employ- 








• Local MADD chapter still closed 
after several weeks. Page 3. 
• Mass Communication week ap- 
proaches. Page 4. 
• Foreign language requirement in 
future for incoming students? Page 
weather 
Portly Cloudy today with o high 
near 40 
Clearing tonight with a low near 
25 
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editorial 
CHEERS and JEERS 
/Cheers and Jeers is a round-up of issues on campus or in 
v/the community which we feel deserve applause or deri- 
sion. 
CHEER to the Senior Challenge Committee which was able 
to get 375 seniors to volunteer their time to solicit contribu- 
tions for the program. We hope the committee is able to meet 
their $48,000 goal. 
JEER to the individuals who vandalized buildings with red 
paint to "honor" the championship hockey team's success in 
the NCAA tournament. Such misguided enthusiasm is imma- 
ture and destructive to University property. 
CHEER for Daffodil Days, an event sponsored by the 
American Cancer Society. The event not only solicits funds 
for cancer research, but also puts a touch of spring into 
people's lives. 
JEER Mother Nature for creating this unspring-like weather 
and for fading the Floridian tans. 
CHEER the collective bargaining law which goes into effect 
April 1, because it enables public employees to unionize and 
negotiate for their wages and benefits. 
CHEER President Olscamp for taking steps to improve the 
study abroad program, but let's make sure the listed recom- 
mendations are carried out. 
JEER the University for not spending the money to turn on 
the fountains outside the Administration Building this spring. 
CHEER the 30 new members of the prestigious honorary 
Mortar Board  who were tapped on March 26. 
Lebanese industry ruined by war 
by Eileen Alt Powell 
Workers report daily to the Weath- 
ermate factory just east of Beirut to 
assemble the heating and cooling 
units that the company has been pro- 
ducing for 21 years. 
But the company's sales manager, 
?e Khalil said the workers were 
adding to Weathermate's al- 
J sizable inventory. "We haven't 
had an order since last September," 
Khalil said. 
Weathermate, like hundreds of 
other industrial plants in Lebanon, is 
a severely wounded victim of nearly 
nine years of civil warfare. And many 
economic experts fear that If peace 
doesn't arrive soon, there will be little 
left of the industrial base to rebuild. 
Marwan Iskacdar, a leading Leb- 
anese economist, estimated that in- 
dustry accounted for 20 percent of the 
nation's pre-war economy, or about f 1 
billion annually. 
"Today it is at best $350 million," 
he said. "Industry is the economic 
sector in the worst condition of all." 
The years of war also have 
wrought havoc on Lebanon's other 
major economic sectors such as agri- 
culture, movement of goods from the 
West to the Arab world and tourism. 
By most calculations, one-third of 
Lebanon's manufacturing capacity 
has been destroyed since 197s, and 
many plants remain shuttered be- 
cause workers can't reach them 
safely. 
Between one-third and one-half of 
Lebanon's industrial workers have 
been laid off. economists estimate. 
And many skilled workers have emi- 
grated to other nations to find jobs. 
The industrial decline has had a 
ripple effect, too, reducing the work of 
the "commercial class'' that Im- 
ported raw materials and helped ex- 
port finished goods. It also has 
strained some financial institutions 
stuck with now-shaky industrial 
loans. 
The fate of many industries - in- 
cluding Weathermate - has been dic- 
tated by war. 
Before the sectarian fighting be- 
gan in 1975, Weathermate employed 
78 workers and produced about 1,000 
climate control systems a year. The 
factory sustained more than 221,000 in 
shell damage during fighting in 1978, 
but was rebuilt 
Export markets in other Arab 
countries began to dry up first "out of 
fear we couldn't keep our commit- 
ments," Khalil, the sales manager, 
said. Then domestic orders dimin- 
ished as the construction of new build- 
ings slowed, and all-out civil warfare 
last fall and again in February "hit 
us, hit everybody very hard," he said. 
Today many of the company's 
metal-working tools are idle. Asked 
why there was any production at all, 
Khalil said, "We have the equipment, 
what else are we to do with it?" He 
added that the 25 remaining workers 
at the plant "represent 25 families 
that have to live, that we have a 
responsibility for. 
The company's owners can afford 
to keep the plant running "a few more 
months, not longer," Khalil said. 
"They can't keep spending with noth- 
ing coming in." 
Fuad Abl Saleh, president of the 
Lebanese industrialists' association, 
estimates that the nation's exports - 
adjusting for changes in the value of 
the Lebanese pound and price 
changes - totaled only about 3.5 billion 
Lebanese pounds, or 1729 million, in 
1983, half the 1975 total. 
Powell is a writer for the Associated 
Press. 
In harm's way   Commercializing the presidency 
by Art Buchwald 
I am not one of those taxpayers 
who is always complaining about the 
defense budget. I believe the people in 
the Pentagon know what they are (Me«, and If they make a htMondi*" 
lar mistake here and a billion-dollar 
mistake there, I think I'm still getting 
an awful good buy for my dollar. 
But every once in a while, even my 
patience is tested. I lost my cool the 
other day when a Soviet attack sub- 
marine managed to get right under- 
neath the U.S. carrier Kitty Hawk, 
causing damage to both vessels. It 
wasn't the cost of the accident that 
bothered me, but the fact that the 
carrier didn't know the Russian sub- 
marine was there. 
"How could this be?" I asked my- 
self quizzically, as I filled out my 1983 
tax return. To get an answer I called a 
friend at the Pentagon and said, 
"Look, I've been footing the bill for all 
sorts of fancy anti-submarine doo- 
dads for our ships and planes, and 
I've taking your word for it that an 
American aircraft carrier is invulne- 
rable from attack at sea. So how could 
a Russian submarine get underneath 
one without our captain knowing 
about it?" 
"That's top secret information," 
he told me. 
"Don't give me that." I said. 
"What happened to all the support 
ships that I was charged for to protect 
the flattop?" 
"They weren't near the carrier 
MO it happened." 
"Why not?" I asked. 
"They were out looking for the 
Russian submarine. You see, we 
knew there was a sub in the area, but 
we lost contact with her. Since we 
didn't know where she was, we de- 
cided to take the carrier out of harm's 
way. Unfortunately, no one knew the 
submarine was right under the car- 
rier." 
"Doesn't the carrier have sonar on 
board to detect when there Is a sub- 
marine underneath her?" 
"It does and it doesn't. It has 
airplanes on board that have the 
ability to spot a sumbarine underwa- 
ter." 
"So where were the airplanes?" 
"They were on the deck of the 
carrier. It's not the job of a carrier to 
protect itself. We have cruisers, de- 
stroyers and attack submarines with 
billions of dollars' worth of sensitive 
equipment to make sure that an 
enemy sub doesn't get within attack- 
ing distance of the carrier." 
"But they missed this one." 
"It's our belief the Soviet subma- 
rine was lost and didn't even know it 
was underneath the carrier. It proves 
their equipment doesn't work any 
better than ours." 
"Are your Navy people rethinking 
the vulnerability of a carrier in war- 
time after this incident? After all, 
they cost me $3.5 billion apiece." 
"On the contrary, we're going full 
speed ahead with our carrier pro- 
Sram. The only thing we may have to 
o is ask for more money to build 
extra ships to protect them. Also 
we're going to design better anti-sub- 
marine helicopters and more sophisti- 
cated aircraft to detect the subs." 
"How much is that going to cost 
me?" 
"If you have to ask, you can't 
afford it." 
"Look, I went along with youpeo- 
Sle when you took the U.S.S. New 
ersey out of mothballs for f 1 billion. 
You said with its firepower it would 
become the dreadnought of the seas. 
When it was stationed off Lebanon the 
only thing it did was flatten two Druze 
villages and kill 500 sheep. I don't 
think I'm getting enough bang for my 
buck."  
"You sound as If you're on THEIR 
side." 
"I'm not on the Soviets' side," I 
said angrily. 
"I'm not talking about the Soviets- 
I'm talking about the U.S. Air Force. 
They'd love to whittle down our bud- 
get so they could get more land-based 
airplanes for themselves, and people 
like you are giving them aid and 
comfort." 
"I don't want to take sides between 
the Navy and the Air Force, but I 
have budgeted just so many tax dol- 
lars to spend on defense, and I don't 
believe it's too much to ask that when 
you spend $17 billion to protect one 
$3.5 billion carrier, that you people 
know when a Soviet submarine is 
floating under it." 
He sounded hurt. "Nobody's per- 
fect." 
by Garry Wills 
"Where's the beef?" is a clever 
way of asking Gary Hart where's the 
substance behind his talk of innova- 
tive policies. The advertising slogan, 
used for Mondale, is slick and proba- 
bly unfair. But IP denounce advertising gimmickry.    * 
The Wendy's slogan is, in fact, 
wonderfully apt. Hart suggested that 
Mondale is superannuated, the cap- 
tive of ancient concerts, the voice of 
faded consituencies. And what should 
pop up in the ad but a fetching cantan- 
kerous woman, old, snort, presu- 
mably swept aside by the bouncing 
young beauties of the ad world. Yet, 
like the little boy asking for the em- 
peror's clothes, she rasps out the 
suppressed truth: This hamburger is 
wearing no burger. 
It is easy to deplore, almost in our 
sleep, the way presidents are peddled 
like soap or cigarettes. President 
Reagan nas even gone to Madison 
Avenue this year, to make the com- 
modity approach toward "moving" 
candidates even more explicit than it 
has been. Yet the trend has been 
obvious for a long time. It was the so- 
called thinking man's candidate (the 
phrase itself a spinoff from former 
ads) who used a headache formula as 
his slogan the last time out. Remem- 
ber "the Anderson difference." 
But, as I say. Gary Hart is hardly 
above this hustle. In fact his "new- 
ness" pitch is one of the oldest ones in 
American advertising. If you say a 
thing is new, you do not have to offer 
any further recommendation. One of 
the staple of TV advertising is the 
indignant woman saying there can be 
no better product than Brand X, while 
some upstart badgers her with claims 
for a rival, until the contenders fall 
into ecstatic embraces when it is 
revealed that the rival is a new and 
improved version of Brand X. 
Sweep all the old Brand X boxes off 
the shelves, and line up the new Brand 
X boxes. First it is new, then new and 
improved (a tautology in this neophi- 
liac world), then new and improved 
and without additives. Then with new 
additives; then with new and im- 
proved additives; and so on. 
That is the Hart approach. Throw 
out all those old Democrat boxes with 
Fritz's boring face on them, and buy 
the New Democrat boxes with a pic- 
ture of the photogenic Hart. Newness 
itself is the product. It sells, no matter 
what it is pasted onto. 
It is true that the products adver- 
tised as new and improved have to be 
slightly different from the old prod- 
ucts, if only to escape charges of 
advertising fraud. But the changes 
need not really improve performance, 
and rarely do. If they did, the soap 
industry would be an epic of continual 
scientific breakthrough. 
In the same way. Hart's new ideas 
have a slightly different spin. Hart is 
a neo-liberal (though now he shies 
from that label), and the neo-liberals 
bring us Reaganism with touches of 
compassion - weapons that work bet- 
ter, a more loving revolt against the 
New Deal. The things that Reagan 
ignores are absent from their pitch as 
well - the Third World, for instance, 
or affirmative action. Only Jackson's 
firesence in the race has kept Hart 
rom the full neo-liberal disregard for 
the civil rights struggle. 
But these are questions of shading 
and tone. The emphasis in Hart's new 
ideas is not on ideas but on new. 
Newness itself is the commodity he 
peddles. The American buyer rarely 
turns that down. 
Wills is a columnist for the Universal 
Press Syndicate. 
(    letters 
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Seniors should take a 
challenge to excel 
It's spring semester, when seniors' 
minds turn toward graduation, inter- 
viewing and Senior Challenge. 
Senior Challenge is a tradition at 
the University where a group of se- 
niors work together to raise money 
for a gift to the school. The theme for 
this year is: "1984: A Challenge To 
Excel." This year's goal has been set 
at $48,000. 
A total organization of approxi- 
mately 375 seniors will be working on 
the Challenge this year. They will be 
contacting seniors for donations to- 
ward the improvement of the quality 
of the University's Placement Office 
and an emergency loan fund. 
Seniors are asked to pledge what- 
ever they can at this time. Payment 
can be made after graduation. Half of 
the donation goes wherever the per- 
son donating wants it to go. The other 
half goes toward the seniors of 'M's 
gift. The week of April 2 through April 
• has been designated as ^'Senior 
Giving Week." Committee members 
will be contacting seniors for dona- 
Gear Views 
tions. Seniors are urged to accept the 
challenge by donating whatever they 
can. 
Put gifts from the Senior Chal- 
lenge drive include: the campus caril- 
lon, the sign on Interstate 75 
identifying the school, numerous 
nvhotorship and aid funds and the 
renovation of the Cardinal Room in 
the Union. 
Volunteers are welcome and 
needed. If you are interested in get- 
ting involved call Larry Weiss or 
Martha Staiger at the Alumni Center. 
The number to call is 372-2701. 
PeteMurnen 
Senior Challenge Committee 
Senior encourages others 
to take senior challenge 
As a member of the senior class, I 
would like to encourage all seniors to 
participate in the Senior Challenge 
Program. Senior Challenge is a gilt- 
giving project organized by members 
of the senior class. The purpose of 
Senior Challenge is to raise money 
through pledges made by the senior 
class. Toe money is donated to the 
University in the form of class gifts. 
This year, one fourth of your contribu- 
tion will go to the University Place- 
ment Office to broaden the scope of 
recruiting at BGSU, and one fourth 
will create a Class of 1984 Emergency 
Loan Fund. The remaining one half of 
your pledge can be designated for use 
in the area or program of your choice 
at the University. 
Many seniors seem to be apprehen- 
sive about pledging money when they 
have no idea where their next dollar 
will come from. However, Senior 
Challenge is designed so that your 
contribution will be pledged over a 
three year period. Your first pledge 
payment will not be due until June 
Many seniors also seem to be ap- 
prenhensive about pledging money 
because they feel the University has 
taken advantage of them. This is an 
institution and mistakes are made, 
however, I can honestly say that the 
education and experiences I have 
gained while attending BGSU, far 
outweigh the inconveniences. 
April 2-6 has been designated Senior 
Giving Week and will culminate the 
efforts of Senior Challenge. During 
this week, over 300 volunteers will be 
visiting fellow seniors to explain the 
purpose and goal of Senior Challenge. 
I encourage everyone to take 5 min- 
utes to listen to these people and make 
a pledge to help us reach our goal of 
$48,000. As state and federal budget 
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support to Bowling Green shrinks, the 
University must rely more heavily 
upon the gifts of alumni and friends. 
Your contribution will insure the in- 
tegrity of your degree and help the 
students of tomorrow. Once again, I 
would like to ask the senior class for 




Senior Challenge Solicitation 
Chairman 
The Letters column of the New* la 
your forum for discussing Issues 
Important to you, the University and 
the community. Lively debates have 
been waged here, ranging from bit- 
ter wordplay over sexual ha- 
rassment to sarcastic repartee 
about eating habits In dining hall. 
We Invite you to write letters to 
the News addressing whatever con- 
cerns you. We want to print your 
point of view. Letters should be 
typewritten or at least legibly 
printed, and signed. Limit your letter 
to 200 words. Because all letters 
must be verified, please Include your 
address and phone number where 
you can be reached daring regular 
business hoars. 
Please send your letters to: ■Mar 
BGNews 
IK University Hall 
by T. Downing and T. Cleary 
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Lack of interestdestroys MADD group 
"Ha Glnley 
stall reporter 
Lack of interest from the resi- 
dential community and misunder- 
standing on the part of University 
students has resulted in the closing 
of the Bowling Green-Wood County 
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers 
Chapter. 
According to Clint Garber, sopho- 
more broadcasting major and 
founder and organizer of the chap- 
ter, "the lack of student interest 
steins from the belief that MADD is 
a prohibition organization. This is 
inaccurate because the organization 
rdateline- 
is not against all drinking, Just drink- 
ing to excess and then driving." 
Community support was limited 
because the residents did not trust 
an organization headed by a college 
student, Garber said. 
"Those problems could have been 
conquered, but it would have been an 
eight hour, seven days a week job 
and being a college student I just did 
not have the time," he said. 
Garber said that he is regretful 
and sad about having to close the 
chapter, but he is not sorry because 
he at least made an effort. 
"Our chapter had a short but in- 
fluential life. We were responsible 
for reducing membership fees by 
one half for students and senior 
citizens across the country, thus 
enabling more people to become 
active ui the organization. My en- 
deavor has also helped to raise the 
awareness level to the problem of 
drunk driving," Garber said. • 
The biggest problem with the 
Bowling Green chapter was the 
problem of support. Garber said that 
people would be encouraging and 
positive, but that it would end there. 
"People are verbally supportive, 
but it's a different idea to put that 
support into action," he said. 
Garber's interest in the MADD 
organization stems from his experi- 
ence as the victim of a drunk driver. 
He was injured by a drunk driver in 
1961 and doctors believed he would 
be incapacitated. 
Garber said he believes there was 
some reason for his miraculous re- 
covery, and while recovering, he 
asked himself what he could do to 
prevent this from happening to 
someone else. 
"The sad part of my story was not 
the physical damage endured," he 
said, "the really, really sad part was 
that it could happen to someone 
else." 
Friday, March 30 
Baseball - The University will host 
the University of Dayton at 1 p.m. at 
Steller Field. 
Fantasy and Role Playing Society - 
There will be a meeting and gaming 
session at 6 p.m. in the Honors Center, 
basement of Kreischer. Open to all. 
Saturday, March 31 
Alcohol Awareness Workshop - 
Susan Moll will discuss the effects of 
alcohol at 10 a.m. in 112 Life Science 
Building. Free and open to the public. 
Baseball - The University will host 
Defiance College at 1 p.m. at Steller 
Field. 
Rugby - The University men's A and 
B teams willplay Indiana University 
at 1 p.m. at College Park. 
Ruby - The University men's C team 
will play Ohio State University-Mar- 
ion at 3:30 pjn. at College Park. 
Film - The Committee to Commem- 
orate Bob Marley and the Black Stu- 
dent Union is sponsoring the showing 
of "The Harder They Come" at 7:30 
p.m. in the Giah Theater.  
UAO Concert - Ellen Kogan will per- 
form at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free and 
open to all. 
Sunday, April 1 
Baseball - The University will host 
the University of Michigan at 1 p.m. 
at Steller Field. 
Concert - The University A Cappella 
Choir will perform at 3 p.m. in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Talent Scholarships - Applications for 
scholarships are due by 5 p.m. in 322 
South HalT 
Concert - The Bowling Green String 
Trio will perform at 8 p.m. in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free and open to all. 
Monday, April 2 
Mass Communication Week Event - 
Sharon Taylor and Nancy Clark will 
discuss weekly newspapers at 10:30 
a.m. in the Community Suite of the 
Union. Free and open to all. 
Bwtaeti Administration Lecture - 
Bob Mesel will discuss "Managing 
Mature Cash Cows" at 11 a.m. in the 
Taft Room of the Union. Free and 
open to an.  
iveryday $1.75 Special 
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP 
TOSSED SALAD 
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD 
a KV* E 
Lecture Series on Nuclear War 
Disaster: The Social Effects 
of a Nuclear War 
Joseph Perry and Joseph Jacoby 
Dept. of Sociology 
Monday, March 26, 7:30 p.m. 
Business Ad. Bldg: Room 114 
Sponsored by the BG Peace Coalition 
ENCHILADAS SUPREME 
$3.95 







$4.00 plus tax 
Complete Resume Package 
25 Copies from one original 
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters 
• 25 Envelopes 
Including all our specialty papersj 
Good with this coupon only 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Taco Be*l Otter Expires 5M1/B4 I 
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April 2-6, 1984 marks Mass Commu- 
nication Week, a five-day series of 
lectures given by professional news- 
paper reporters and editors, photog- 
raphers, magazine editors, public 
relations practitioners and broadcast- 
ers. 
The week is designed to 
expose students to the 
ideas and experiences of 
some of the top communica- 
tions professionals in the 
business. 
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR SPEAKERS 
Monday, April 2,1984 - Newspaper Day 
BILL BARNARD - MANAGING EDITOR OF THE ClfVElAND 
PLAIN DEALER 
ALBERT FITZPATRICk - ASSISTANT EDITOR OF THE AKRON 
BEACON JOURNAL 
PAUL POORMAN • EDITOR OF THE AKRON 
BEACON JOURNAL 
Tuesday,April3,1984-Public Relations Day 
KATHY LEWTON • V.P. OF PUBUC RELATIONS OF 
ST. VINCENT HOSPITAL 
HOWARD CHARBENEAU - PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER OF 
THE MONSANTO CORP. 
Wednesday,April 4,1984-Magazine and Photography Day 
J. ROSS BAUGHMAN - PULITZER PRIZE WINNNG 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
RIPLEY HODGE - EDITOR OF DETROIT MAGAZME 
Thursday, April s, 1984 - Broadcasting Day 
JAMES POLK - WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT FOR 
NBC NEWS 
Friday, April 6,1984 - The Job Hunt 
ED HENNINGER - ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR OF 
DAYTON NEWSPAPERS INC. 
NEIL SURCHER - GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORTER FOR 
- WJKW, CLEVELAND 
Communr' Suite - 3rd Floor Union 
Sponsored by: "hjie School of Journalism and 
the Radio-1 elevision-Film Program. 
352-1596 flr~l n l*r"j**a~ 352-7571 
EAST  rag»Q» $ SOUTH 
440 E. Court 945 S. Main St. 
FRIDAY 








MONDAY 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Inside and pick-up only 
COUPONS 
•1 OFF 
Any Large 2 Item Or More 
PIZZA 
Bonous free Quart ol Coke 
Free Cup off Soup 
with any salad 
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Speakers highlight Mass Communication Week 
Rita Glnley 
stall reporter 
The University's annual 
Mass Communication 
Week will be held April M 
and will feature more than 
56 professional speakers 
from the newspaper, pub- 
lic   relations,   magazine, 
BARGAIN from page 1. 
tions, the Classified Staff 
Advisory Council, the Ad- 
ministrative Staff Advi- 
sory Council and the 
Faculty Senate, have been 
dome a good job in getting 
benefits for their mem- 
bers. 
Some of the things that 
have been done through 
these bodies are the com- 
photojournalism   and 
broadcasting fields. 
According to Joe Gray, 
senior news editorial ma- jor and student coordina- 
tor for Mass 
Communication Week, 
"bringing speakers on 
campus exposes students 
to people who have been 
out in the field. It is impor- 
tant for the younger stu- 
dents to receive exposure 
to these professionals who 
are established and who 
have done a lot in their 
field." 
Gray added that for 
older students the week 
can provide the opportu- 
nity to interact with profes- 
sionals and possible future 
job contacts. 
Dr. Denise Trauth, chair 
of Radio-Television-Film 
Program, said that stu- 
dents can receive numer- 
ous benefits from the week 
long program. 
"We are giving them a 
first hand experience in- 
teracting with people in the 
media industry and the 
contacts students make 
are important because 
they are an essential com- 
pliment to what goes on in 
file classroom," she said. 
The lectures are open to 
students of all majors and 
Trauth said this may help 
students who are unde- 
cided and also those who 
have an interest in the me- 
dia. 
"The mass media is per- 
vasive in all of our lives 
and this may provide an 
opportunity to help stu- 
dents understand the me- 
dia, which is an important 
part of education," she 
said. 
A few of the featured 
speakers include Pulitzer 
Prize winning Journalist 
James Polk who is a Wash- 
ington correspondent for 
NBC News, senior Don 
Yeager, associate editor of 
the Ball State Dailv News 
who was a candidate for a 
Pulitzer Prize in 1983 and 
Kathy Lewton, former na- 
tional president of Women 
in  Communications  Inc. 
and current vice president 
of public relations at St. 
Vincent Hospital in Toledo. 
There will also be a ses- 
sion held on the production 
of the 1964 Winter Olym- 
pics as well as sessions 
but deal with how to inter- 
view for a job and how to 
present oneself in an inter- 
view. 
pletion of the Academic 
Charter, which insures the 
faculty's right to shared 
governance with the ad- 
minstration and a say in 
how the budget is distrib- 
uted, the discussion of Role 
and Mission and the retire- 
ment plans the University 
has for both faculty and 
classified staff, in which 
both employee and em- 
ployer give funds toward 
an employee's retirement. 
Also, nowhere in the new 
law does it state how public 
organizations will get any 
extra funds, should a union 
succeed in gaining signifi- 
cant salary and benefit in- 
creases. 
Foreign languages soon required? 




March 31, 1984 
Laura & Dave 
Lora & Mike 
Peggy & Roc 
Cindy & Tom 
Ann & Kip 
Kimmie & Kevin 
Janet & Tom 
Donna & Matt 
Sherry & Pete 
Jana & Tom 
Sharon & Mark 
Tracy & Mike 
Keri & Luke 
Anita & Bob 
Janet & Scott 
Chris & John 
Kathi & Chuck 
Dina & Scott 
Kat & Dave 
Jenny & Tommy 
Kelly & Steve 
Cathy & Greg 
Joan & Gary 
Kathy & John 
Maria & Rick 
Beth & Jeff 
Laura & Donnie 
Rachel & Joe 
Kari & Tim 
Cindy & Jim 
Cindy & Bobby 
Deanna & Rich 
Laura & Jeff 
Gwen & Michael 
Lisa & Dave 
Michelle & Greg 
Karen & Charlie 
Betsy & Carl 
Amy & John 
Kristin & Dave 
Krissy & Vince 
Judy & John 
Jennifer & Ray 
Monique & Mike 
Because Americans' 
performance in the areas 
of foreign languages lags 
behind that of many devel- 
oping countries, many 
state universities may 
soon start requiring for- 
eign language skills for 
admission. 
According to Dr. Diane 
Pretzer, chair of the Uni- 
versity's Romance Lan- 
guage Department, Ohio 
State University has al- 
ready planned to make for- 
eign language skills a 
requirement for next fall's 
admission. 
The program coordina- 
tor of Romance Languages 
and Literature at OSU, 
JoAnn Recker, said stu- 
dents will be required to 
have two units of a foreign 
language to be unconditio- 
nally admitted for classes 
there in the fall of 1984. 
Also under an exit re- 
Juirement at OSU, stu- 
ents enrolled in the 
College of Arts and Science 
must fulfill a foreign lan- 
guage requirement to 
graduate, she said. 
While no such admission 
requirements exist at 
Bowling Green, the Ro- 
mance Language Depart- 
ment at the University is in 
a   "fluke of  transition," 
Pretzer said. 
The enrollment of stu- 
dents in the 100 and 200 
level foreign language 
courses has increased be- 
cause students are realiz- 
ing the importance of 
foreign languages in all 
careers, she said. 
"Foreign language 
training for a student often 
doesn't begin until later in 
a student's career. That's 
why our lower level 
courses at the University 
are bursting at the 
seams," she said. 
AT THE UNIVERSITY, 
only students enrolled in 
the College of Arts and 
Sciences are expected to 
fulfill a foreign language 
requirement. 
Marcy St. John, Bowling 
Green High School French 
teacher, said she expects 
colleges and universities to 
require a foreign language 
for admission by the end of 
the 1960s. 
"Only 12 to 15 percent of 
high school students bother 
to take a foreign language, 
but Bowling Green is an 
exception. About 300 of our 
900 students are taking a 
foreign language because 
they are afraid they may 
need it to get into college,' 
she said. 
The state doesn't yet re- 
quire a high school student 
to graduate with foreign 
language skills, but does 
recommend it, St. John 
said. 
Pretzer said there should 
be a requirement placed on 
graduating with knowl- 
edge of a foreign language 
at the University. 
"It's a sad state of af- 
fairs that Americans don't 
bother to learn another 
language. But that seems 
to be the long-standing 
American attitude," Pre- 
tzer said. 
"Statistics say there are 
over 10,000 English-speak- 
ing Japanese businessmen 
uiNew York City, but very 
few Japanese-speaking 
Americans in Japan. That 
statistic says a lot," she 
added. 




a festival of music 
presents 
KOKO TAYLOR 
& The Blues Machine 
IN CONCERT 
All Out Chicago Blues At Its Finest 
With Special Guest, BGSU's Own 
Sidestream 
Contemporary & Traditional Jazz 
Tuesday, April 3, 1984 
8:00 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Union 
Tickets $1.00. Available Daily 
Union Foyer 9-4 
or GSS Office, 304 McFall Center 
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate 
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■ 
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Potato & Salad Bar *3.95 
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY! 
FESTIVAL SCHEDULE 




Tuesday, April 3 
4:00 pm 
VINYL VARIETY with WFAL 
radio. Falcon's Nat, Union 
From Blues to Jazi or Motown to Rock, 
you'll just have to experience WFAL's flat, 
black and circular electric lunch 
MELODIC MENUS. 
featuring: 
The Alfred EiMcmblc, 
Mike Grant conducting. 
Common* Dining Hall 
The minstrel sounds of John 
Husband* ft Tom Gorman, 
Founder* Dining Hall 
Foxfire, the beat of country- 
flavored rock "n roll, 
Harthman Dining Hall 
Broadway comes alive: 
The Entertainment Company 
Kreiseker Dining Hall 
The BGSU Graduate Saxophone 
Quartet 
McDonald Dining Hall 
SOUNDIES, MTV of the lWO's 
Presented by William L. Schark, 
Sound Recordings Archivist, Jerome 
Library 
tlO Hoik Science 
Originally viewed in panarams for a nickel 
or dime each, this will be a once-in-a<lifetime 
opportunity to experience doxens of 
:( minute 16mm soundies. Live foot»(!« of 
performers of the IMO'a will be act ened 
and their unique qualities ttiirusfd. 
NOTEWORTHY DINING 
The Entertainment Company 
returns for an encore performance 
flerrwt Restaurant. Harsnman Quad 
8:00 pm 
Wayne Anthony, pianist extraordinaire 
Towers Inn. McDonald Quad 
BLUES MEETS JAZZ: 
Koko Taylor in concert 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
If you've never heard Koko Taylor and the 
Blues Machine, you've never heard hard- 
driving, energetic Chicago Blues. She and 
her band will take control of the stage and 
leave you wanting more. 
Sidestream, one of BGSU's premier 
jaxi combos, will start the show. 
$1.00 admission tickets available in the 
Union Foyer, 9 am - 4 pm 
Concessions available at the concert 
Wedm*sjday,April4^ ^ 
2:00 pm HUSBANDS A GORMAN, 
two men with beards...(and guitars) 
Falcon't Nat. Umon 
4:00 pm NOTEWORTHY DINING 
CONTINUES 
The BGSU Taha Qmartet 
Brrrim Ratmmtnt. Hmnmmt* Quad 
The finest in Barbershop harmony: 
Gentlemen of Note 
Towers Inn, McDonald Quad 
7:30 pm MTV: What We See la What We 
Bay 
11U Life Seumoa 





Friday, April 8 
6:00 pm 
8:00 pm 
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 
Falcon'$ Not. Union 
TubaTubaTubaTuba, The 
BGSU Tuba Quartet 
Proul Dining Hall 
NOTEWORTHY DINING 
CONCLUDES 
Eric Wolber ft Bob Duhamel. 
keyboards and vocals 
Berries Restaurant. Harthman Quad 
John Husbands, acoustic rock 
Towers Inn. McDonald Quad 
AN EVENING OUT at ■««.-. 
Featuring Mike Gomel in a solo 
coffehouse performance 
FLASHDANCE OF 1977, 
Saturday Night Fever 
Falcon's Nat. Union 
YOU SHOULD BE 
DANCING 
falcon's Nat. Union 
The finest in mid '70s atmosphere will be 
recreated as the final event of 'synchroncny'' 
concludes. Complete with fog machines, 
sirens, and a mirror ball, you'll be put in the 
mood to dance all night long with the best of 
rock, disco, and motown. 
Sponsored bg Graduate Student Senate 
Co-tpontored bg Hispanic Alumni Association, Latino Student Union, 
Minority Student Activities. Undergraduate Student Government. 
University Food Operations. Women for Women 
bg newt/march 30 19645 
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BG ruggers complete rigorous spring trip 
by Roger Mazzarella 
sports refiotipf 
Bowling Green's rugby team will 
open its regular season tomorrow at 
College Park Field. The Falcon rug- 
gers will host Indiana in a double- 
header and Ohio State-Marion in a 
solo contest. The OSU match is 
scheduled at 1 p.m., while the first 
IU contest will begin at 2 p.m. 
Last season, the Hoosiers were 10- 
14, while the Falcons posted a 21-2-3 
record. IXJ hopes to improve upon its 
record, and is counted on to be a 
favorite in this spring's Big 10 Tour- 
nament championship. Meanwhile, 
the Falcons are heavily favored to 
win its third straight Mid-American 
Conference championship. 
In their annual spring southern 
tour BG recorded a 4-2-1 mark. While 
the Falcons suffered two early sea- 
son setbacks, BG coach BUI Cotton 
said he is proud of the team's effort, 
considering bad weather did not give 
them many opportunities to hold 
outdoor practices before making the 
trip. 
''With the rotten weather up here, 
we could only get in one outdoor 
practice before the Vanderbilt 
match," Cotton said. "What with 
Vanderbilt having already played 
eight matches, I'm rather proud of 
the way the guys performed." 
For 15 minutes of the first Vander- 
bilt match, it looked as if the Com- 
modores would blow BG right out of 
the stadium as they reeled off 13 
unanswered points. The Falcons 
tried to rally around a try by B.J. 
Hunter, but the offense had too much 
trouble getting untracked as the 
Falcons lost 13-4. 
MATTERS CHANGED in the sec- 
ond match as the sixth-ranked Fal- 
cons   took   the   eighth-ranked 
Commodores to the cleaners in a 28-0 
victory. 
Terry Busch, Tony Grant, Gus 
Saponari, Matt Miller and Kevin 
Koch all scored solo tries while Ke- 
vin Beehler kicked three conversions 
and Fred Parshall added one. 
Against the unranked Wake For- 
est Deacons, the lack of practice 
again reared its head as the Falcon 
niggers split the second series of the 
trip. The Deacons took a M lead 
early in the first half and stood its 
ground long enough to outlast the 
Falcons in the poorly lit stadium. 
Scott Huffs try and Grant's conver- 
sion made it dose, but the contest 
ended with Wake Forest on top, M. 
BG woke up in the second match to 
hand the Deacons a 124 loss on tries 
by Shawn Sugden and Koch and two 
conversions by Beehler. In the third 
match, the tired Falcons managed a 
4-4 tie with the triad RJF.C. on a try 
byVicContt. 
THE BG RUGGERS saved their 
most important victories for last as 
they beat the Charleston Congers 22- 
21 and the Citadel Biilldogs»-12. 
The Falcon forwards stunned the 
top ranked Bulldogs as they pushed 
over three tries from snort yardage. 
B.J. Hunter scored on a plunge while 
Judd Herman scored twice as the 
Falcons overpowered Citadel. 
Bulldog flyhalf Scott Pacello kept 
it close by scoring two tries, but Huff 
a the match out of range after he 
a blocked kick 60 yards for a 
score. 
John Stefano's conversion and 
penalty kick finished the scoring, 
giving BG a 23-12 victory. 
Against Charleston the Falcons 
squeeked out a tight 22-21 victory. 
"Playing us (BG) was probably 
their biggest match of the year," BG 
captain Dave Meyer. 
In the game BG took an early lead 
only to watch it erode under the 
direction of Couger scrum half Mur- 
ray Kruger. the South African 
scored two tries and booted three 
conversions and a penalty kick to 
tally 17 of the Cougers' 21 points. 
For BG, Conti, Koch and Tom 
Schloemer scored tries, while Par- 
shall made a penalty and two con- 
versions and Beehler landed the 
final penalty kick to give the Falcons 
Rainouts plague BG hardballers 
Bowling Green's baseball team is 
not only suffering from fading tans 
from their 13-game escapade in Flor- 
ida, but they have also come down 
with a case of northwest Ohio blahs. 
Today's doublebeader against 
Dayton has been cancelled on a 
count of the condition of Warren 
Steller Field. Tomorrow's 1 p.m. 
doublebeader against Defiance Col- 
lege has been labeled doubtful!, 
along with Sunday's 1 p.m. games 
against Michigan. The Michigan 
doublebeader may be played in Ann 
Arbor if their field is in good condi- 
tion. 
THE DAYTON games have been 
rescheduled for April 9, and the 
Defiance doublebeader will be 
played Monday, Apr. 2, if it is not 
played tomorrow. 
The Falcons will open their Mid- 
American Conference schedule next 
weekend by hosting a four-game 
series against Western Michigan. 
Other BG spring sports in action this 
weekend sees the women's track 
team at the Purdue Relays while the 
men's tennis is at Indiana State 
against Wright State and Cincinnati 
today and tomorrow. Sunday the 
Falcons will meet the Boilermakers 
of Purdue in Lafayette, Ind. 
BG's men's and women's golf 
teams are also in full swing as the 
men are at the Miami Invitational in 
Oxford, while the woman travel to 
the Marshall Invite. 
The softball and women's tennis 
teams are idle this weekend. 
Colts to move to Indianapolis 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The Balti- 
more Cons of the National Football 
League will move to Indianapolis 
and play in the new Hoosier Dome, 
Mayor William Hudnut said yester- 
day. 
The mayor announced the move of 
the team shortly after Colts Coach 
Frank Kush and another team offi- 
cial arrived in Indianapolis. 
"It's great (coming to Indianapo- 
lis). It's something we're doing with 
a lot of anticipation. It's a new expe- 
rience," said Kush. 
KUSH ARRIVED here with Mi- 
chael Chernoff, the Colts' general 
counsel, on a flight from Baltimore 
in the private Jet of team owner 
Robert Irsay. The owner was not 
aboard. 
Indianapolis officials scheduled a 
Saturday meeting of the Capital Im- 
provement Board, which must ap- 
prove any agreement involving use 
of the 60,000-seat Hoosier Dome. 
coupon 
♦5.00 OFF 
any athletic shoes over '5'J 
,    »3.00 OFF 
any artitoi<j«r»es'urider-'50' 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooster 352-3610 
APARTMENTS 
Vi BLOCK TO CAMPUS 
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/ 
COOKING & CABLE TV 
2 liedrooms: furnished or unfurnished 
Leasing for summer ami fall 
Rental Office: 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
* * across from Harshman Dorm * * 
352-4671 fday)      352-1800 (evening) 




The 1984 KEY... 
Your Only Sure Bet 
^^ATI 
rM> 
Wk /ak\A il        f   \   ^\            N     /*                     \ fs- VA 
&^ 
u 
THURSDAY: CANADIAN NIGHT 
IIDAY: MILLER TIME 
SATURDAY: BAR'S CHOICE 
Mo Cover 210 NMain 
MIDNITt SHOW 
INl'.'A is; 
-RIDAY & SATURDAY 
$1.50   . 
CHR^rme 
HOW DO YOU WU 





THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! 
3LOSE TO REC.CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES. INTRA- 
MURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW. BANK. FAST 
FOODS AND ICE ARENA. 
•Gas heat,  hot water and cooking 
included. 
Tenant pays electric only. 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished. 
ast, dependable, 24 hr. 
maintenance. 
•In-house laundry centers. 
•Plenty of storage area. 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall. 
STADfVI* CINEMA 1*2 
rw wiai*s 
TTS THE BEST TIME TO BE HAD AT THE MOVIES SMCE 
'TOOTSC'." -PETER TRAVERS, PEOPLE MAGAZINE 
TWO DAYS AGO THIS OWL SHOWED UP NAKED AT 
THE STATUE OF LIBERTY. FOR ALAN ■AIMER IT 
WAS LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. NOW EVERYONE M 
CHASING HER . TRYING TO PROVE SHE'S A 
MERMAID 
TOM HANKS_ DARYL HANNAH 
\ 
•7 
AT 7:30 * 9:30 
SAT MAT 2:00 
SUN MAT 2:00 * 4:00 [Pel 
THIS IS THE STORY Of A SMALL TOWN 
THAT LOST ITS DMAMS. ANDA BIG-CITY KD 
WHO BROUGHT THEM BACK 
KEVIN BRtQNirjR SNGEH 
The music is on hk side 
AT 7:30 * 9:30 
SAT MAT 2:00 
SUN MAT 2:00 




lulllci and «w Amarlcan Way unW a wiiai-lown 
■harift aat Mm up. and Bwaw hfe only aoo In la* tot a 
Mma ha dMnl eemmH. New, SaraaaM Malar 1m' 
Carey M going lo by aomaaNng a Mth) dtHo>a«i' 
TANK 
AT 7: J» a 1:15 rgyy, 
SAT MAT 2:00 |«"tj| 
SUN MAT 2 » 3:45 
V 
Order your 1984 Yearbook 
and receive a FREE raffle ticket 
for a chance to win: 
1st PriZC. 13 inch Color Television Donated by K-Mart, 1111S. Main 
2nd PriZe!$100 Gift Certificate from Finder's Records, 128 N. Main 
TWO 3rd PriZeS: Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds, 104 S. Main 
Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m. 
(Winners will be notified) 
ORDER NOW at the 
KEY Office BG News Office 
310 Student Services 106 University Hall 
11:30a.m. - 3:30p.m.    OR- 8a.m.-5 p.m. 
Monday - Friday Monday - Friday 
or from any KEY Staff member 
Receive your FREE raffle 
ticket for a chance to win! 
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER - 
6 bg news/march 30 1984 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
A Transactions! Analysis Workshop 
w« be hex) Apr! 3. 1084. 9:30- 
11 00 m me Living Center of the 
HomoEcBtoo Bo There! 
Attention Cnmeiel Justice mature. 
Elections for new olUcera a«J be 
Monday. Audi 2 at 9 PM m room 303 
EppMf Norm Anyone intereeted In 
running (or an office should be pre- 
sent at 8 30pm Alpha PT. Sigme wa 
meet before the elections at 6.00 
P M All criminal sfsbce motors are 
encouraoed to attend this important 
rnaaanu.  
BACCHUS meets weakly on 
Wednesdays at a 00 p m xi 516 Lite 
Science Bog Here's your chance to 
gel involved1 Everyone welcome 
Important mealing of the pro-low 
society. April 2. 7:30 pm In the 
International lounge, WilHams Halt. 
Elections tor next year's officers, 
confirmation of plans for the April ■ 
trip to University of Michigan Lav 
School, and two Interne from the 
Columbus legislative Internship 
program are on the agenda. All are 
wekwne to attend.  Please come 
end show your support.  
JOHN O'MEARA. NORTHWEST 
OHIO SCENIC RIVERS COOfiOINA 
TOR WILL SPEAK ON OHIO SCENIC 
HIVIH ft STREAM QUALITY MON- 
ITORING ON TUES . APRIL 3. 1984 
1 102 BA AT 8 00 PM SPON- 
SORED BV THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
INTEREST GROUP  
"The Harder They Coma", 
a Jamaican baaed movie accompa- 
nied by the soulful sounds of Reggae 
music wi be presented Sat March 
31 si 7 30 pm 4 Sun Aprs 1 at 3:00 
 Giah Theetre FREE 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST Brown a black totes umbreas 
around 112 BA or Falcone Neat on 
March 18 Conlacl OCMB 2957 
REWARD" LOST MOUTH RE- 
TAMER CLEAR PINK PLASTIC 
WfTH SILVER WIRES SANOV 354- 
1878 
Brown/Tan Men's coal w'red 
Hng at Main Street Bar CM 382 
4391 ^^^ 
RIDES 
Need ■ ride to KocheMor New Tort 
Weekend of April a. Cell Been at 
M4-19S1.  
ROE HEEDED TO CMCAOO NfXT 
FFU WILL PAY GAS S - PLEASE 
CALL KATHE 362-0780 THANK8I 
SERVICES OFFERED 
TUTORING 
Basic Math - Algebra - CrJcuajs 
Reedng - Grammar — CnmpGeaWn 
Caf674-3349 after 6 pm 
OAKHURST LEAIahaNO CENTER 
House  clearing,  experienced,   ret- 
icle, referencee  Cat 372-38*6 el 
let 6:00 pm ' 
■ ai.Bai 6BMl»l_   ■■> SLIMMER PltOORAM N NANTES. 
FRANCE 
BaHTi o OTS9I noun 
Cat Or. CMat at 672-0090 or 372- 
2S4S.  
Ovartartng la akreM rwafty! 8 0.8 U 
toaaa a colony. UH oasis me Sen 
Gemme chapter of PM Qamma Dene 
congretuaxtone si al lha Brother • 
PnxaJtobeaBJrlaVjott   
Chris. Daekto. t Tracy Lack ri al 
llllllll • Lave Daytanee T-aVo 
Mhwryvmooacwav  
CtoeeMs KD» of am* week  Treeey. 
and    ms<    Uresf 
Expert Typing 
Cel 352-7308 efter 5 30pm 
Alyour typing needs prompt ft prc- 
Hkaalonal Cel 352-4017  
NEEO TYPING? 





AMA   Members-The   merkeeng   dub 
alp to Dwcover Magaano ha* been 
coat poned to April 18 Contact Frank 
Paten for more nto. 382-3090.  / 
Arlentlon Akjha Sk)« .    '"' 
tst Bee Brunch- 
Be el the house si  12 noon Sat. 
March 31 
UtaeC 
r»tre».Ow/tone "night? OKI Brsu 
■U fteuth You donl neve • 
oam.jn where ant we ataxhptig 
lMa|ht7f k>hl< lunny' eun- 
bums. n-SW/ii ewrns. 3 mat wo/xs 
party lepee.Mar^cnJalng. gel kick, 
la/ tooeel.tuh fur, IN Yin,* 
earing two warms, etnp Kaon. 6a 
"fr**1 .  •   :   :    •   . 
Come and tat 'Ball 
The I*as for the 34th Annual Data 
u Bke tec. are now reedy You've 
erthvewooh.toeree.iral 
Conrjretukatona DM Uerry and Ns 
nette Fnebee on your recant Pta 
Kappa tail ewsSlttngl swat of luck k 
the future 
Th» ■ntBtaraoimibjrsato 
You and I had the beef «me of our 
evaa In Florlds We wefced. toked, 
laughed, and ecoped a we droppadl 
Bg Daddy's wB never forget ual Our 
fnenderkp grew end welt « next ywsri 
We may be beck si the reel work) but 
our hearts we In WtS   end NJ. 
law Always. Nancy 
DEBBIE HAPPY aWTHDAYM 
I OsBHT WHOETI 0EH8E 
•Eat To WaV The sports rvjtrteon book 
as aeeri on Pta Donervjes program 
wa not be ■ oaatiki from the pubeahor 
una about Apr! 15 Cat the Urevar- 
sty Booketore (372-2861) Now to 
reeerve your copy OM) of tha. run- 
aaanswsewasaaaaasa 
) FOB A OMIAT T»at 




fm ao (pad you're ene of thoee 
NEW YORK GtRLS 
New York guys ere the beet' 
Love. Oaana 




PIOUS TO MAPI* 
ON 
terkse. The PrasX te be FLl Ptewg. 
"—I ,     
CongrWAAakone Mary Hauke on bekvj 
-choaen as •'iv**reTe*y Tow Quot. 
We know you wa Www those "kid- 
due what BG la al about' Love. You- 
AOPM 
Evan the Souett Khgp Jknbo. T.M., 
F 8. Kess. • Paws oryoyed pertylno 
wan Qraek dacha at the T-Brd 
Wewybetl every TTveraday ejasa} at 
flat 9BIC hasa tsM — MM BJh. an 
heee^ueaaaa eewrt ax hafiaeh 
e»ta»>»ar«»a»a^Cwa.al«»is»»l 
Tomorrow » the bkj day > I know you 
are as proud as I am te be a part ol the 
mwset and kaat trttarrary at B G 
Buddy 
PU 
Have s mndsit.l wewkeed ss vou 
Chepaer. Taaj here oame a lent 
way. C rja»9jMTUU»TIOWB_ AMD 
BEST WtSHSS FOB OOMMMi 
BUCCCBS. YOUPI CDC, PAat 
0AN end ktUJTY 
ATTENTrON T0MC4W0W Y»U. 
UVE    M   INFAMY.    BECAUSE   it 
MARKS THE DAY PHI GAMMA 
DELTA OFFICIALLY ARRIVES AT 
80 SU WE'RE PROUD TO BE 
FUTSI 
BACCHUS meeta weakly on 
Worfneodaysat600pm in616law 
Science BUg Here's your chance k) 
gel Involvod! Everyone welcome. 
"■• wMp I"JM*> fMITlsfafp. BaMtVft iMt 
J5S. atStfasaNe 
Heppy 21 at Chris Prve. 
Have e free! bwthaWy- 
— 
DAN 
CONQrUTULATIONS ON BCMO 
ELECTEO TO MORTAR BOARO SO- 
CBTTV. I ALWAYS KNEW THAT YOU 
COULD DO It. AND MUCH MOP*: 
Ytn 
-—..■;-.; I,/"P"I 







































ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex 
CIXOIAIOLATIONS 
.   .  . 
THETA 
1984 ALL CAMPUS 
CH^AMPIOIHSl 
,. ", tm 
MATT BISTRITZ CHARLES iMARCHANT 
JIMGERBUS VINCEMcNARY 
RICKEY HGCKABEE RICH WALLACK 









































D ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex exexBX ex exexx 
neve a ceae ol the enjoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9 pm 
fXIWMTOvYN - OHO 
Haw Alpha re, KD'a and Shame 
He a The ah) tp. ere ready te party 
at war teur-wey tMe Frhtsy. tee ywu 
si the emery )e> ■ areet thnel 
The Brwthera el Shwwa I 
Tomorrow's the big day! Gel psyched 
ax trajrlwtng. Here's to the newest 
katerna-y on campus' Bets Gemma 
Pure are fill 
Gregg C. 
HEY FRATERNfTlES" 
For Rent: Racks) Batea tor the 
34» Annual 
Doha Upekon Bike Race 
Oat them before Sun. rrvdnMI 
Hurry, auppaea are ImSedl 
.    (Bwasrlii not Inoludedl 
WHO WILL WALK THE PLANK? 
Dl & PAUL 
TARA & BOB 
ANNIE & GARY 
GAYLE JOMARIE & 
KIM & GREG 
DEB & ED 
CATHLEEN & TOM 
JACKIE & JOHN 
HEIDI & TOM 
KAY & MIKE 
MELINDA & MIKE 
AMY & RANDY 
CAROL & CRAIG 
KIMER & DAVE 
PAULA & RICK 
v. j RO & DOUG 
KATHY & DOUG 
COLUCH & MIKE , 
THOM DEB & TONY 
COLLEEN A CHRIS 
DIANE & DAVID 
MICHELLE ft CHRIS 
PATTY ft GUMBY 
KRIS ft CORBY 
BRENDA ft TOM 
LISA ft DAVID 
MARY ft TIM 
MR. ft MRS. RICE 
EM & N 
PAM ft BILL 
DEBBIE ft JAY 
SHERI ft MICHAEL 
YOLANDA ft JOE 
ENZIO ft MIKE 
HOSER ft JIM 
KOKO ft RICH 
SUSAN MARY JEAN ft 
JOHN KEVIN 
THE WENCH ftGREGGERS 
JEAN ft MARK 
LITTLE GIRL ft LITTLE BOY 
GRETCHEN ft JOHN 
DIANE ft WALLY WHO 
HITTWOMEN ft HITTMAN 
JEAN ft TOM 
FOR AN AA PI -rate 
^mmiiimiW i^^mmmmmmmm mmmmmnii 
KAPPA I 
THE KAPPAS ABC LOOKING 
•FORE-WARD TO A DELIGHTFUL 
■VBSM At THE COUNTRY CLUB. 
TBE OFF B) AT 6  
km. Haw was your S day nap » 
9000    LUCK    M    WISCONSIN 
YOtfVf OOT WrrlAT IT TAKES' 
IJ3«, AMY » PATTY 
I**™. 
« has haon at. el the neet tenkeo- 
I * ray *. rkwjr, Annher- 
Leveyeln 
 HKI.9T8 
■ Pag. 629.96 
I N Things. 631 
Levl Poly Dreee I 
NOW 81 7.97   Jl 
GET P9CHYED FOR A GREAT TIME 
AT PU CHAR1CRBUI 
SCOTT 
May 6. 1SS2 the PUI'S arrived In 
s G Altar two veers ol doatoeBon. 
herd work and. great ttmee we an 
eaneVJy  rfjnOsM>alQ  knSl  nsynSMI  rBOO^nr 
Sen PdSst*.. our PHI OAM CHAtV 
taWII («-s erne to party) Congrats te 
SLIMMER PfkDGRAM M NANTES. 
FRANCE 
Ptaoaa an Ml avaastas. Earn 6 credk 
hon. CM Or. ChaBa « S72-O08O or 
312-284S.  
akOLY-<X»aaiWTIJUkT10N8 ON 
MAtONO MORTAR BOARD' WE'RE 
SO PROUD OF YOU' LOVE, THE 
ASHLEY STAFF.  
One rsghl at tve T-BIrd II rekved s sun 
tan  vendor  hut.  tumhure act.  ask 
Kaas, MaTSr, John. Mew a Sang 
PtiOsw»-a)fJaBBwitar»a>Meyi 
PHTaua, rsjtrjnyourderickVehoeea 
rjef oraryl The Oee Zeee we peyched 
for lyJuMI  
PHtSPSsLOM 
Pa*"*'| kom a kquor oonokair 
convenaon m Chwdon. Patrick O 
Murphy wee stopped by a cop when 
dohg over SS. When ajhad Don I 
you know the Starr  Ha Drawled 
■Ve»,u»*V2o»o.  
ROCK STAR PHOT SALE 
Apr! 4. 5. 8 
Promenade Lounge 
2nd aoor Union 
9i.Pi. —6 pm 
evans Plrtun Peat   Osrds   end 
ScrM 6 Ok) an an Awesome Duett 
IP J. Lain the Words!  
Shew 0" year Tan 
Tenth. 
Shew eft veer Tan 
Stopptng'Mdraa«skjpintrera«k> 
B G Paddy Murphy wwar. an acute 
Htuence of the Oil. Hugged a 
likes wjlhhsksi why me tap wet 
akxk.    ''        
The SUSHI l 1 Sajnsa PM IpeBen 
weetd was at aanayelalele aha Fat- 
een Hawkey Teem ea the. rwwa 
THE BO. PUTS HAVE SEEN HERE 
FOR NEARLY TWO YEARS BUT 
OUR WORK HAS JUST BEGUN THE 
FUS OFFICIALLY ARRIVE 3/31/84 
a« THERE' 
r»W     eswfAWWBnHV^eftrp'     GeakkkftCM     kMBJSjTM 
Bke   ks 
94T 
The tedgas ol Dehs UpMo 
the  Brothers 4 thek 
ea n went to 
goad time el the Row Formal Data 
Party tonight. EHJOYI        
JS       w. 
The awters o< Atone Qamma Deal 
wten k> rinngtaiulMi EBe Haaaett on 
her Alpha Gam-Kappa Sk) tavMenng 
to Scott Stacy The beet to the both 
ofyoul  
The true Qenoamen la the man 
whose conduct proceeds from good 
wB and an acute oeneo of propriety. 
and whose eeHoontroi la aguaj to al 
amargancloa: who does not make the 
poor man conscious ol his poverty, 
the obecure man of Na obscurity, or 
any rnany ol Na inferiority or defor- 
raBy; who la Iwneetl humbled II ne- 
cawaly compels lam to humbh) 
sootier: who does not flatter wealth 
crtnge patera power or boast of fas 
own poaaaetloiw or arJeavemeota; 
who spooks with rronknsM but al- 
ways war) sincerity end sympathy; 
whose deed tofowa his word; who 
thaws ol da rights and lisangs ol 
others, rather than las own. and who 
appears wed kl any company, a man 
wah whom honor » eocred and wlue 
eMe 
Good luck this weekend « Chicago 
The Brothra ol Sigma Alpha Epaaon 
Thai Chris left the Heert ooncen to 
90 gashing M leeat Tracy > Frisco 
gaahad efter die Love Boat Cruwa 
Todd. 
Then, lor being a groat bkj brother 
Hast me keep an aye on 'HAMMER'' 
ma weekend TOLEDO ... WERE 
THERE! PROUD TO BE A FLU TO BE. 
Rk* 
TO THE NEVER EVER AGAIN 
MOUND DOOOERS: 
SalfaSBWTrlaBl"!*! tTJ PIMfMe fkafatTrWfl •"(••■ IS 
■nlsrlelned. Time prooresssd - w 
aaaawaa dalkluai. Where could ws 
be? Sara could use the at' fury! 
We've got a ss Inaurence policy. 
Mara SUM went by - akin waa 
ahed. haar wvth grease - Hoochle 
Bar awjak iwSell CMoage t hoars lee 
long. THhn «w. swrvKs Piers hers 
thai truck - Is thel her? Aunty 
came thru; Say wo were upl We'll 
•eve. buy a pup! 
From the girts who wW marry pi loll! 
P.8. RO ana answers! 
t.c 
Ftertde kjaWaaSai Fort Myers Hie - 
east« a Mtchl 
Sap 
atOMA PW EPSHON 
SKsMA PHI EPSKON 
Ws Hews The Lowest Airfares 
te flaps! 
Par Free Cater Biuchuie. Write To: 
CaaswasTiaiel Be. 11M7 SL Lours, 
Ma. 91106. 
What are the Ingredients necessary 
to make a fraternity from scratch? 
llOeracanon. 2). Leederarap. 3). 
Unity. 4| dependeowty. 6) LoyMty. 
6| Hard work. 
rd BO) to lank aj my Phi Gam 
brothers tor exerting the above quef- 
BM to moke the chartering dream 
come true  PROUD TO BE A Full 
OeanBerley 
Whee Tracy ahouted Wake Up' one 
morning. Oouggy waa adkottng his 
WlSlltld every Thursday night st 
the SRC from IMS — 10:00 pan. on 
BMSBMBM] court 12. Refresh- 
ments ohwnewOe. Coma toln ual 
Vo Ho Ho and a boras ol rum On 
Saturday wal be having tone of tun 
w« you ws* the plank lor an ADPI 
rate?  
SKHtA PHI EPSILON 
avSSM.PtSEPStJ.ON 
Abortion. Pregency Tests. 
Lemare Camii 
Cantor for Choice 
Downtown Toledo |419| 256 7769 
Girl Scout Cookies Ars Here! 
Oat yours M LMv. Hal or the Oval. 
Thin. 6 Mon. or cel 364-1072 or 
372-4373 tor into 
BG s First Chlneee Reelaurent 
PHOENIX PALACE 
NOW OPEN 
Formerly Corner Kitchen 
|4-R SenvBpm. F-Sat. 8am-9 30 prrl 
Sun 9em-9pm. Carry out Avaasble 
364-2277 
Party Room For Rent 
4-D'sCkjb 
7ti and High 
362-9376 after 5: 362-7324 
There's a Dak who'a reeky keen. I'd 
Sko to aaa hM on Apri 14. PM Mu 
Femurs are afwsys fun I've got a 
crush ... and you're the one. Mfce 
McOreevy be my date, cel 372- 
saost  
For Summer 
l.J.or 3 M. rmte. needed 




SIOMA PHI EPSHON 
SIGMA PM EPULON 
WANTED 
Wanted:   Suspended    Loll    wrlh 
Cheins. kl good condition CM Cheryl 
el 372-5985 or Deb at 372-5g75 
1 F needed to share apt Rockledge 
Manor Oaa neat paid. Large rooms 
Dwhwssher CM Mwcla 372-5087 
F rmte needed for summer to shore 
Parkvlsw Mobss Home   SloO/mo. 
own bdrm CM Joy 372-5038 
1  F. roomete for summer months, 
nonsmokor CM Susan 372-1317 
Female Rmte. needed 14-86 school 
year. Ctooo to campus Call 354- 
2260.  
Summer rmte. needed Avaasble May 
1. free AAC CM 352-8130 
4 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 
HOUSE FOR KHSMEB. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. HM S SUkhWT 1 BED- 
ROOMS, 1 Vi BATHS. PORCH. NEW 
CARPETING STOP BY OR CALL 
152-1174.  
HELP WANTED 
Casrssr/Gsts Keeper-Seasonal, part- 
time position open lor responsible 
mrjMduol wan strong math skills 
Must bo prryweaty active end avwl- 
able everenga and weekends Apply 
m parson « 121 South Man Street. 
!3owang Groan  
Llfeguarda wantad-Ful end part-time 
work svsesbie Musi bring Red Cross 
certiflcetlon cwd and apply In person 
at 121 South Men Street, Bowkng 
Green  
NOW HBSNQ. wallers 1 wekresses. 
saw taking appkcations lor other bar 
help Apply at Button's. Rt   25 just 
north of BO  
FM1 Writer coaclvng poaNtona open 
tor Eastwood Junior ft Senior High 
School CM 833-3811 for more 
Inforrraalon. 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Outstanding Sam end Trim Down 
Camps Tennis. Dance. Ssmnastlca. 
WSL AthaMca, NutrmonDielelcs 20 
pkja. Separate gala' and boys 
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on Coftage Campuses at Mass. 
Perm . No Carosna. Carl Send re- 
sume kkchek) Friedman. Director. 
947 Hewlett Dr. No Woodmera. 
NY 11581. 516374-0785 
Intorvlaw sign-ups wS be April 2-6 lor 
poate-up production positions in The 
Student PuWicaaons/BG News shop 
for IM aemeeler u>84 Edkoral/ed 
varttakig paata-up lobs avaaabie Stu- 
denla wB be hked ft trained thw 
semester Graphics background mte 
roat hatpful. Excelent co-op opportu- 
nnes tor Tech. majors Sign-ups are 
el Student Employment. 480 Student 
Servlcee. only      
Century Label ft Tag Co  has open- 
■Sfl*   eWa"J.    BOmWrfj   OUaWOfTt   pSCKastQlnQ 
to reta-tors CommiB-ion pbj» b«ne- 
Mm $18 25K f-siywr eaminos 
C1 Mt   GexxQe H»iry 352 7529  
3 axpertt«rC>K. femaM vocatott, gm- 
lanttt. lootuog for ntattmhwJ muai- 
c-ms mlefesled In starting a top 40 
band and working Job* in the Totado 
— Sanduafcy area Summer and next 
year For more nto. cai Cindy 352 
6440after 10 pm 
Need Caari? Earn $500 plus aacn 
'school year. 2-4 (fteiabte hours par 
week placing and IWng posters on 
campus serious workers only, we 
give reconmerwjstions Cal now for 
aummer   &   next   fal.    1-600-243- 
W79  
Valuable tewwiiar Experience! 
Courssekx oosihons open Indepen- 
dent Imng program for girts with 
primary dsSsAitty of mental retarda- 
tion Cal 216692-2018 or write 
MOEP Inc 487 Cettn Rd . Richmond 
HIS, Ol-O 44143 
FOR SALE 
Engfcsh darts ft accessories 
PuroM's Bike Shop 
131 W Wooster SI 352-6264 
SmM relrigereror. excel cond . good 
tor dorm room or under a bar. $125 
or best oiler 352-1425 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
A SMALL NUMBER OF APTS. STILL 
AVAIL. FOB FALL 4 SUMMER. 
" 621 £ MERRY, NEAR OFFEN- 
HAUER   TOWERS,   2   bdrm)4   PER- 
SONS. 
"716-716 3RD ST. 1 BDRM. 
• -ROCKLEDGE    MANOR-SOUTH 
COLLEGE 6 tth ST-2 80RMS. 
--•It 7th ST. 2 BDRM 
••FORREST APTS.-SOUTH  COL- 
LEGE ft NAPOLEON-2 BDRM. 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 354-2210 
HIE. WOOSTSR  
Now Renting Fjl I 984 
One A Two semester leases 
Fuffy   turn    Efficiencies    complete 
w/cdor T V . Cable, all utilities paid 
Quiet Atmosphere   S265 (1   per). 
$175 ea  |2 per)  354-3182 12-4 
"eehdays. 35? 1 b.'() BlgBjpa 
S21 Eeet Marry 2—Bdrm/4 person. 
Near Oflenhauer Towers. ISlOlpar- 
■on/eemeetor.   Tenant   pays   only 
lights. Building In sicsllsnl condi- 
tion.  John   Newtove  Reel   Estale, 
354-2260.  
4 bdrm. 101 S. Prospect. 
Cell John Newtove Reel Estale 
354-2269. 
~*  Smith, Boggs Rental-- 
Houses a   Apis    lor   84-85 school 
yew   352-9457  between 12-4 or 
352 8»17eHer8  
Leasing now lor summer ft fall. 2 
bdrm unlum apis 834 Scott Hams- 
ton   Close to  campus   CM  Betty 
Baker 352-9110  
Apt. tor rent Summer Semester. 
Comer of E Merry ft Thurstln. 
Directly across Off. Towers. Air 
cond.. free cable TV. Only I200'mo. 
Avail, eerty May. Call 352-1341 any- 
tkne.  
Apis tor rent (summer) Excel loca- 
tion now campus 2 bdrm. turn apts 
Special summer rates 352-7656 
Furn bdrm apts ft houses 
352 7454 
 Before 5  
1 ft 2 bdrm apta ft houses 9 mo . 
12 mo . ft summer leases 352- 7454 
irjolween 1 00-4 00pm)  
BG APTS 
818-622 Second SI 2 bdrm turn 12 
mo leases   352-7454 olwn   100- 
4 00  
CARTY RENTALS 
311 E Merry-Model Apt  »6 
2 bdrm apis for 4 students 
$130 person. $585 semester 
(md heel, cable, water ft sewage) 
Also 1 bdrm house ft apt 
12 mo lease start in May 
Summer Rentals al Special Rates 
lor Houses-Rooms Apts 
PHONE 362 7365 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY 
>0 PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTALS] 
ARE GOING FAST. FOR A FREE 
BROCHURE CALL 352-5120 
THUBSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Air conditioned, fury carpeted, cable 
vision, efficiencies, laundry laciklies 
Now leasing lor summer ft IM 
451 Thurstln Ave 352-5435 
One bdrm turn  apts  close to cam- 
pue 352 5239 belore 5  
SUMMER/FAIL RENTALS 
Conveniently    located,    fully    lur- 
nlshed. A.C. apta. now ranting for 
Summer   1114   end   School   Year 
1114-15. Call 152-4961. 
FALL ft SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS—Vi BLK TO CAMPUS 
352-4671 day or 352-1800 ave 
VEL-MANOR APTS 
VEL-MANOR ANNEX 
Across from campus accomodations 
tor 2-4 students for summer Ak 
cond ft dean (FM) 1-4 Student 
accomodations Call 352-2858. 
QUIET ATMOSPHERE 
2 bedroom nowty furnished apts. 
Now renhng for 84-85 FREE safe- 
tie TV CM 352-2663 
Lower duplex: summer ft IM. upper 
duplex, summer ft IM, 352-0839 
1 bdrm apt dose to campus B4-85 
school yew 1-267-334 
Summer rentals 1 bdrm apta and 5 
bdrm house Close to campus. 1- 
267-3341. 
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4e FarTtrfy room, 
tor short 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Msrgarct Fsrrsr and Trud« Jaffe 
50 SetiweThor 12 Giddy 
51 French lighting 13 Silly ones 
unill 16 Feminine endings 
54 Map addition 22 Exile, in a way 
56 Noah and family 24 Waa of value 
55 Vsipssout 26 Scandinavian 
62 Be troubtad 27 Prefix with 
63 Memorable culture 
actress snd 28 Author of 
gospel singer Journey Into 
66 Ending with opal Fear 
66 RlvtVltowIng 32 Portuguese 
through Lake islands in the 
Geneva Atlantic 
67 Understood 34 Woodsman's 
66 Three, m need 
combinations 35 Long for 
69 ADC 1 37 Zhivago'sbeloved 
70 Kefauver 36 Ancient Aalan 
country 
DOWN 40 Catch all 
1 —homo phrase 
2 Maghaand 46 Do a mending tob 
namesakes 40 ointment 
3 Ught carriage 51 Expect 
4 Harden 52 Wife of Louis XV 
5 Defiett S3 Adkrn'a son. at al. 
• Type ol landing 54   a 
craft: Abbr. letter. " 
7 Shetk of  56 Baby a larawalli 
6 Armor 67 Greok totters 
9 Year, kl 59 Religious group 
Caeear'a lima 60 Lake Indian 
10 Cloeed again 61 Fan Atlantic 
11 Master's clump           croasers 
ol 1978 64 " OMi" 
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Show Off Your Tan! TONIGHT From 9:00 til 1:00 in the Grand Ballroom 
i.1- '.■ 





Also Featuring: Fats/Vic & Andy /Music Festival/Reggae Film 
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(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS) 
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.) 
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND 
SAFETY! 
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINLTK WALK FROM ADM. 
BIJII.DINC.   MOST   CLASSROOMS   AND   OVF.R   20   RF.TAIL 
SHOPS. 
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM WI.I.Y WKMSHKO 
APARTMESTS WITH: 
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V. - 
LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR 
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR 
■ FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT & 
MAINTENANCE 
SECURITY LIGHTING ■ STEEL DOORS WITH 
DOUBLE LOCKS - 1 1/2 BATHS 
-FLEXIBLE PA YMtNT TERMS- 
CA;:. us MANOR HAS VI \\ Ott \l RVflll'  \M> \K\Y OK OUR 
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL, 
VISIT OUR OFFICE-MODEL HB-15, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. 
FOR FALL «S OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SAT. • ASK ABOUT OUR 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. 
YOU CAN  LIVE AT CAMPUS  MANOR 
FOR $143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment] 
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED 
EXCEPT LIGHTS. 
f  92 51   A (wmhej 
HOME OF THE 
FABULOUS 
9 IN A ROW 
AND 
RICK DEES' WEEKLY TOP 40 
Saturdays 6 AM to 10 AM 
DICK BARTLEY'S SOLID GOLD 
Saturdays 7 PM TO 12 Midnight 
AMERICAN TOP 40 
WITH CASEY KASEM 
Sundays 9 AM to 1 PM 
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TV has one shining moment 
by Fats Miller 
Music Editor 
In 1966 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 
that one legal test of obscenity is that 
the work in question must be "utterly 
without any redeeming social value." 
Huh? Where would one draw this 
highly subjective and often locale- 
specific fine line? X-rated movies? 
Unclad models in the glossy pages of 
Playboy orPlayeirP. Racy novels 
such as "Fanny Hill"? 
Many television critics (both pro- 
fessional and armchair varieties) 
have insisted that one need not look to 
pornography to apply this test - that 
much of what is offered on (non-ca- 
ble) TV is devoid of any relevant or 
substantial viewing matter. Daytime 
soaps, nighttime soaps, battles of the 
network stars, bloopers and outtakes 
(one current programming epidemic) 
- the list of alleged wholesale crud 
goes on and on according to media 
watchers who recognize the alarming 
gap between the potential of the me- 
dium and the realities of coot 
rary ratings-hungry 
strategies. 
On Wednesday evening (March 28) 
though, during two extraordinary pro- 
grams, the shining glory of television 
broadcasting could not be denied. 
While these two shows were clearly 
successful in their attempts to "seize 
the moment" by presenting public 
issues of great importance, their abil- 
ity to clarify the issues at hand and do 
so in an interesting manner deserve 
both discussion and commendation. 
Now mat the race for the Demo- 
cratic presidential nomination has 
been narrowed to three candidates, 
CBS News took the opportunity to 
bring a more meaningful debate, dur- 
ing prime time, into the living rooms 
of America. Not carried by the other 
two networks, the broadcast also 
marked the first network sponsorship 
of a political debate In more than two 
decades (as allowed by a recent Su- 
preme Court ruling). 
With the presumption that network 
sponsorship allows for a much 
greater degree of creative control, 
CBS was able to deliver a candid, 
informative and action-packed ex- 
change of ideas far surpassing what 
we've seen in the past. Host Dan 
Bather's provocative questions - 
opening by asking the candidates 
what each felt was their greatest 
weakness - compelled the candidates 
to stretch beyond simply reciting 
campaign platforms and pre-fab an- 
swers. 
The setting was also a key, not 
merely New York's Columbia Univer- 
sity, but the proverbial round table 
where Hart, Mondale, Jackson and 
Rather sat eye to eye. We saw real 
people, not wooden politicians stand- 
ing at distant podia. Jackson, assum- 
ing the role of mediator during much 
of the session, perspired heavily be- 
neath the television lights. We saw 
Mondale's hand shake visibly as he 
attacked one of Hart's media strate- 
gies. "Why do you run those ads that 
suggest I'm trying to kill kids when 
youknow better. I'm for peace." 
Hart's charges were equally- emo- 
tional as witnessed by the chill in his 
eyes and rigid posture. "Why would 
you question my commitment to arms 
control and civil rights when you 
know I have as strong a commitment 
as you do." see TV poge 8 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH   352-11951 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry 
facilities • drapes •carpet •party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-fumished     $250-unfurnished      ' 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$2B0-furnished      $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished      $200-unfumished i 
I    all utilities included, separate bedroom 
ti cmr|em MINI sai em Mm. 
BETA GAMMA CHAPTER 
OF 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
INSTALLATION DANCE 
MARCH 31, 1984 
TJ&ANN DAVE & CARMEN 
RANDY & DIANE BOB & USA 
TERRY & BETH STEVE & DANA 
ROBIN & KELLY DAVID & AMY 
TREVOR & USA ■ SAM & BECKY 
CHRIS & DENISE PAUL & UNDA 
GREG & STACY DEAN ft SHARON 
JOHN & PAULINE DALE & TANYA 
KEVIN ft HEIDI BUDDY ft CINDY 
TOM & LYNN SCOTT ft MARIAN 
PHIL & KRISTY JEFF ft LYDIA 
DREW & LORI JIM ft MARY 
RICK & JILL ANDY ft SHARON 
GREGG & TINA LARRY ft LAURA 
MIKE & LAURA TODD ft LAURA 
SCOTT &TERI   * DAN ft RACHEAL 
DAVE & BECKY 






254181 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
419-874-2253 
BG.S.U 
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Koko Taylor part 
of music festival 
by Greg Klerkx 
When you think of the word "synchronicity." what comes to mind? If 
you're like most people, you'd probably think of the umpteem-million- 
selling album by The Police. But if vou happened to be Tim Asher, your 
idea of "synchronicity - a festival of music, is a campus-wide potpourri 
of musical events sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate. 
Asher explained why GSS decided on the "synchronicity" moniker for 
the festival. "You can have a number of events going on which mean 
nothing in relation to each other," Asher, a graduate student in college 
student personnel said. "Then you get something that joins the events 
together, a common bond. With this common bondui place, synchronicity 
occurs and the events are tied together." Asher said that the student body 
at the University will be the 'common bond' at the festival, tying the 
various musical events together through the enjoyment that wul be 
shared by all. 
The festival will begin on Monday, April 2 with a series of concerts in 
residence halls. The concerts will be informal and will feature a variety 
of music ranging from barbershop quartets to folk ensembles to country- 
rock bands. Because most of the festival is subsidized by GSS, the 
majority of the events are free of charge, a fact sure to delight the 
Davtona-dedmated wallets of many a University student 
Highlighting the week's events will be a concert by world-reknown 
rhythm and blues vocalist Koko Taylor. Taylor is a dominant force on the 
Chicago blues scene, and has performed with such great blues artists as 
Junior WeU, Elmore James and the legendary Muddy Waters. Taylor and 
her band, The Blues Machine, will perform in the Grand Ballroom at 8 
p.m. Tuesday. Tickets for the show are $1 and can purchased at the door 
or in the Union Foyer from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. 
Another event of note wll be the showing of "Soundies," ironically 
billed as "the MTV of the 1940s." These three-minute, 16mm mini-films 
featured performances by musical stars of the 1940s and originally cost a 
nickel or dime to watch. Soundies were first viewed on a televisionish 
contraption called a panaram, but have been adapted to conventional 
closed-film loops for the showing on Monday at 8:30 p.m. in 210 Math 
Sciences. 
This year's GSS music festival existed previously under the guise of the 
Black Swamp Folk Festival, an off-campus event geared toward the 
University's graduate student community. The synchronicity festival is 
an attempt by GSS to bridge the gap between the undergraduate student 
bodies. "There are over 2,000 graduate students at BG," Asher said, "and 
I don't think that most undergrads here realize that there are so many of 
us floating around!" 
The synchronicity festival will make a flashy exit on Friday, April 6 
starting with a showing of that consumate disco flick, "Saturday Night 
Fever," at 6 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest. The action will then move offtne 
screen and on to the floor for a no-holds-barred dance bash, complete with 
fog machines, sirens and a DJ to spin requests. Free pizza and pop will be 
served at the dance, which will run from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. 
For more information about times and events for ^synchronicity - a 
festival of music," consult the Green Sheet or call Fact Line at 372-2445. 
"HOT SHOTS: 
THE KODAK EXPERIENCE" 
A IECWRE ON PHOMRAPHYmASUNPRtSENTATIOH 
BRING YOUR OWN CAMERAS. 





CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
OWNER WILL PAY 
ALL UTILITIES! 
. SPECIAL RATES AVAILABLE FOR 
GROUPS OF 3 & 4. 
352-5620 328 S. MAIN 352-1165 
theOQnew/ 
advertising sales 
Apply for one of the best 
student jobs on campus: 
>**£** sP -rfJ* 








Six display sales positions will be opening for 
the 1984-85 school year ■ 5 Bowling Green 
representatives and 1 Toledo representative. 
Open to all majors. Must have car. 
Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall. 
Deadline: Friday. April 6, 4 p.m. 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
// EARLY BIRD 
SPECIAL" 
WE PAY HEAT. WATER, CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd.   Palmer Ave., 
Summit St. 
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Weekends 9-5:00 Saturdays 10-3:00        Evenings by Appt. 
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by Randy Slusarz 
Hie story line of the film is an old 
one; country boy comes to the big city 
to make his fortune but falls in with 
the wrong crowd. The message of 
such films is often simply good 
against evil 
"The Harder They Come," how- 
ever, expands upon this theme; it is a 
film about resisting oppression. The 
movie, filmed in the Caribbean island 
of Jamaica, combines elements of the 
career of a legendary Jamaican out- 
law of the 1950s (named Rhygin) with 
incidents from the life of the star 
whose career the movie helped launch 
- reggae singer Jimmy Cliff. The 
film, a cult classic directed and pro- 
duced by Perry Henzell, will be shown 
on campus this weekend at 7 p.m. 
Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday in Gish 
Theatre (105 Hanna). 
In order to describe the 
plot of the movie, a short 
explanation of reggae mu- 
sic and its social meaning 
in Jamaica is necessary. 
Reggae is a blend of Carib- 
bean calypso music with 
American rhythm and 
blues. The music's lyrics 
have evolved during the 
past two decades to include 
visions of political revolu- 
tion and religious Arma- 
geddon. As Jamaica's 
economy has gone bad, the 
island's poor nave turned 
for support to Rastafaria- 
nism, a back-to-African religion 
that worships the late Ethiopian em- 
peror Haile Salassie as god. Most 
successful reggae performers are 
Rastafarians and they spread the 
word of the religion through their 
music. 
Reggae has grown to become one 
of Jamaica's two most prominent 
exports, the other being marijuana. 
Many of the poor of the country have 
begun to rely on one or the other for a 
living. But there are two deterrents to 
overcome. Marijuana trade is illegal 
and the recording industry in Ja- 
maica Is rigidly controlled by a few 
studios who do not adequately share 
profits with their musicians. The plot 
of "The Harder They Come" centers 
on these staples of the Jamaican 
economy and the problems within 
them. 
The main character of the film, 
Ivan Martin (Jimmy Cliff), comes 
from the country to the city of Kings- 
ton to become a reggae singer. As 
soon as he arrives in the city, Ivan is 
tricked out of his few possessions by 
local con artists and is forced to get a 
Job as a handyman at a small church. 
At first Ivan does his singing in the 
church choir, but eventually be re- 
cords "The Harder They Come," a 
song which he has written himself, at 
a local recording studio. The producer 
of the studio likes the song but charac- 
teristically offers Ivan only twenty 
dollars for complete rights to the 
record. 
Ivan refuses the producer's offer 
and out of a need for money gets 
involved with the ganja (marijuana) 
trade as a runner. He. however. 
crosses a local dealer by deciding not 
to pay the dealer his share of the 
money. The dealer, who is in cahoots 
with the police, gets the police to 
teach Ivan a lesson. During a shootout 
Ivan kills a policeman and later 
evades other police ambushes; he 
instantly becomes a ghetto legend. 
Ivan publicly taunts the police for 
their inability to capture mm as the 
outlaw Rhygin did. The publicity 
helps to bolster his record to the top of 
the charts and for a short time Ivan is 
able to enjoy his fame. But Ivan is 
eventually tracked down by the police 
and meets the same fate as did Rhy- 
gin (go see the movie to find out). 
"The Harder They Come" offers 
an excellent reggae soundtrack which 
includes songs by: Jimmy Cliff, The 
Melodians, the Maytals, The Slick- 
ers. Desmond Dekker and Scotty. 
Although the dialect of the movie la 
entirely English, the thick Jamaican 
accents of the actors make it nec- 
essary to use subtitles in certain parts 
of the film. 
"The Harder They Come" is a 
story of Jamaican oppression. The 
film's message, however, as ex- 
pressed in this cut from the title track 
written and performed by Jimmy 
Cliff, is a message for oppressed 
people everywhere. 
Well the oppressors are trying to 
keep me down 
Trying to drive me underground 
And then they think that they have 
got the battle won 
I say forgive them Lord, they know 
not what they've done 
Cause as sure as the sun will shine 
I'm gonna get my share now, 
what's mine 
And the harder they come 
The harder they fall, one and all. 
Buff Apartments 
No* renting for 1984-85 
2 Urn. furnished Apt*. 
HeatSewage^ater & Cable paid 
for by owner ♦560.00 per semester per person 
with 4 people 
fid l$t-71tt BstoM l-Stm Dt%    be* tftl fiw 4-*f- Ask ft* Be* 
CONGRATULATIONS 
PHIMU 
for being chosen 
"CHAPTER OF THE SEMESTER" 
by your National 
GREAT JOB!! 
(   VISION! 
SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS. OVER 
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL 
VISION      5/jJ" LINS 54JJ 
HNS and    .... and 
iFIAMf ' I     'KAMI 
• Gel the most cor«tul and professional tilling 
ond service 
• Frames and lenses from the finest available sources 
• Unlimited selection of frame stylet ai the some price 
over 1000 to choose from 
* Exam priced separately 
Eyes examined by 
Pr. Kenneth G  Baker. O 0 
Standard clear glass & 400 to 200 Cyl 
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WEICOME 
Glacier & All Weather Ski or Surf Glasses 
Now available by mail 
with outstanding savings 
99 $6. 
not $20-70 
limited time offer 
These glasses are the iwuest ami" holloa shades today styled after the much more 
expensive designer glasses at only a fraction of the price The Glacier glasses feature 
removable leatherlike sides and specially designed comfort temples The mirrored all- 
weather glasses make them ideal for skiing or sunning The All Weather Ski or Surf 
Glasses are also mirrored and come with a complimentary ($2.50 value) leash to 
match  Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back! 
Style Optics 
P.O. Box 7376 




 check     money order 
Mo. 3 -~«. lo. **»«» / a ,i.li.in nHSS.1.^ 
MM! Include SI 00 lot MpjB| * ho*-) 
Please check style and quantity 
$6.99 or 2 for $12.99 
All Weather Ski or Surf 
•MM       blue      ptnk  
bktck —      red   
Ujvmcbtf  purpk  
glacier 
whu.      blue     bhek       red  
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Kogan 
Artist performs, helps 
She is scuffling along the stage in 
her bare feet, feeling out the territory, 
checking for uneven spots. Clad in tan 
corduroy slacks and a gray turtleneck 
under a silky blouse of the same color, 
Ellen Kogan is preparing for her solo 
dance performances this weekend. 
She chats with technicians, moves as 
they wish to set the lights up properly. 
Kogan cocks her head to one side 
as she explains her reason for being in 
Bowling Green. Thoughtfully pausing 
and gesticulating as she speaks, the 
curly haired dancer talks about dance 
and educating about dance. Kogan is 
performing for two audiences this 
weekend. Tonight she will be dancing 
for a group of children; tomorrow for 
the general public. Her most appre- 
ciative and knowledgeable audience 
may be, surprisingly, the children. 
A modern dancer who specializes 
in solo performance, Kogan is an 
artist-teacher with the Lincoln Center 
Institute in New York and with Arts 
Unlimited, an offshoot of the Insti- 
tute's program. Arts Unlimited, with 
one center in Bowling Green, is a 
program which trains children and 
their classroom teachers in aesthetic 
perception. Classroom teachers are 
first oriented to the works of art which 
will be presented to students and they 
study the pieces with artists. The 
classroom teachers then plan with 
participating artist teachers methods 
of preparing students to see works of 
art and increasing their aesthetic 
perception. The works include dance, 
music, visual art, theater and drama. 
"It's really an exercise in percep- 
tion," Kogan said. "Art should be a 
part of people's lives; it shouldn't be a 
mystery." What Kogan does is show 
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students perceive art 
the students and their teachers the 
tools for appreciating a dance piece; 
she does not explain a piece or inter- 
pret it for them. Rather, she said, 
students are given a chance to experi- 
ence it for themselves, because 
"Those who see and experience di- 
rectly have a greater understanding" 
of the work. 
"I try to prepare them to see works 
of art," Kogan said. "I teach the 
students about some of the elements 
of dance. We think of dance as having 
three basic elements - space, time 
and energy." By explaining these 
elements, Kogan can t>egin to show 
students how the body can be used. 
With an understanding of dance, stu- 
dents can then understand how a 
dance depicts heavy and light energy, 
small and large shapes, fast and slow 
rhythms. 
"It's very exciting for me as an 
artist to come up with ways to help 
people understand what I do. It's very 
different from teaching dance. Every- 
body can increase their ability to see 
what is in a dance and since dance 
does not involve talk, that's differ- 
ent" Kogan explained. 
Kogan is part of a growing group of 
artists who have developed a way of 
teaching about art. She is also a 
performing artist, and her repertoire 
of solos is quite well known in dance 
circles. "I was very ripe to start 
combining the teaching of dance into 
'What really are the elements of 
dance?' " she said. 
Kogan was a principal dancer with 
the Bat-Dor Dance Company in Tel 
Aviv and the Cliff Keuter Dance Com- 
pany in New York. A former member 
of the San Francisco Ballet, San Fan- 
cisco Opera Ballet and Eugene tar- 
ing's Dancers, she began performing 
solo in 1979. Her repertoire currently 
consists of nine pieces, all of which 
are contemporary works. Kogan per- 
forms seven pieces in a show. 
The move to solo work was a break 
from being in dance companies. As 
she began solo work, Kogan found she 
a demand for more pieces and devel- 
oped a show. "I found that I loved it -1 
love working on a piece," she said. 
"It's a more personal statement for 
me right now." Kogan describes the 
close working relationship she devel- 
ops with choreographers she re- 
spects. "The two of us pull out 
something that is very special." 
"Tristeza," Kogan's newest piece 
which premiered last November, will 
be part of her repertoire this week- 
end. Choreographed by Heinz Poll, 
artistic director of Ohio Ballet, the 
piece was inspired by Dore Hoyer, a 
German modern dancer. Hover was a 
solo artist who made herself up mys- 
teriously so as to appear to be neither 
sex. Hover was known for her techni- 
cal proficiency of movement, for ex- 
ample, spinning. Heinz Poll was 
captivated by Hoyer's dancing and 
tried to capture her in dance - "It's 
not like her," Kogan said, bat rather a 
"choreographic impression." Kogan 
will wear a long dress during the 
dance which she says captures the 
swirling movements effectively. 
Hoyer often painted her face white 
while dancing; Kogan will not. The 
idea is "not to fceher," she said. 
Known for her versatility, Kogan 
agrees that "No two pieces are alike" 
in her repertoire. Among the seven 
pieces to be performed this weekend 
are "Solo Bach," a piece which Kogan 
says drives its intensity from the 
music; "How Deep the Waking," a 
dance about dreams and waking, and 
which draws its intensity from within. 
Kogan will be heading back to New 
York after this weekend's perfor- 
mance. She says she will continute 
both teaching and dancing. "The 
more I grow in one, the more it seems 
to affect the other," she said. 
Ellen Kogan will perform in con- 
cert Saturday at 8p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Sponsored by Arts Unlimited and 
UAO, the performance is free and 
open to the public. 
by Monica Orosz 
Photos by Dave Cozad 
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'Tank' a flop except for James Garner 
by Vic Oberhaus 
Anybody in Hollywood can make a 
complete flop. There is a bottomless 
supply of washed up TV actors and old 
plots to last them tor yean. 
1#%™       m 
"Tank" would have been a com- 
plete flop were it not for James Gar- 
ner and the presence he creates. As 
Army Sgt. Maj. Zack Carey, James 
Garner saves part of the film with his 
warmth and believablity. He's a 
gruff, lovable army NCO who calls his 
wife a "good old broad" to her face 
and nearly throttles a child-beating 
private trying to convince him to get 
psychiatric help. The problem is that 
Garner is the only strong and credible 
character and the movie is too depen- 
dent on him for any emotion. 
The movie starts out realistically 
with Zack Carey adjusting to a new 
army base in Georgia. Things become 
exciting and ridiculous when Carey 
comes to the rescue of a hooker (Jen- 
nilee Harrison) and punches out a 
loudmouth deputy. Sheriff Cyrus 
Buellton (G.D. Spradlin) is riled and 
vows revenge. As the evil sheriff, 
GD. Spradlin is sadistic. Half of the 
excitement created in the rest of the 
movie revolves around Sheriff Buel- 
lton getting his just rewards. 
Alter the sheriff discovers he can- 
not put Zack Carey in his Jail, he 
frames Carey's son Bill (C. Thomas 
Howell) on drug charges, throws him 
in jail and demands $10,000 for his 
release. Zack's wife, LaDonna Carey 
(Shirley Jones, last seen as Mrs. 
Partridge) has her own plans which 
only aggravate the sheriff, who sends 
young Bill to a work farm for a four 
Sear stretch. Until this point, Zack 
as been very patient and apologetic 
toward the sheriff, but the final straw 
sends Zack out to his garage to warm 
up and arm the WWII-vintage Sher- 
man Tank he restored. 
The story goes from real to absurd 
at this point. Zack's tank is no hobby- 
ist's toy. The 75mm cannon fires live 
ammunition, as does the turret ma- 
chine gun. When Carey climbs into his 
Sherman, his character dies and is 
resurrected as Hannibal Smith of "A- 
Team." The rest of the film is more 
like "Smokey and the Bandit" join the 
"A-Team." Carey starts blowing up 
things, cop cars are squashed arid he 
becomes another folk hero running 
from the law. Every good ol' boy in 
Georgia wants to help Carey make it 
to the Tennessee border and escape 
Sheriff Buellton. There are many 
attempts at emotion, as when Sara 
the hooker tries to explain to Bill that 
she and Zack were never customer 
and sex shop, but they all fail because 
of timing, acting or writing problems. 
The ending was a culmination of 
all the hokiness that preceded it. The 
bad guys lose, the good guys win and 
we are moderately amused for 100 
minutes. With great flicks like "The 
Americanization of Emily" and "Vic- 
tor/Victoria" behind him, it's a mys- 
tery why James Garner would go with 
a heavy-handed film like "Tank." 
Shirley Jones was not taxed in her 
role as Carey's wife; Jennilee Harri- 
son played the same dippy blond she 
played on "Three's Company" and C. 
Thomas Howell (Pony Boy in "The 
Outsiders") could have looked for a 
better role. 
"Tank" is rated PG and will be 
coming to the Clazel theater soon. 
TV from page 3 ~~~"~,"™,™~~ 
The role of the media during this 
campaign has assumed monumental 
importance and, Justifiably, has un- 
dergone close scrutiny - especially 
regarding broadcasts of exit poll re- 
sults while polls were still open or 
caucuses still caucusing. More signifi- 
cantly, the electronic media is often 
blamed for candidates relying on 
images rather than issues. Not only 
didlhe CBS-sponsored debate help 
strip away the glossy exteriors In 
order to better wrestle with the is- 
sues, it also illuminated the exciting 
and dynamic nature of the current 
Presidential race. 
Another debate of considerable im- 
portance, entirely media-created 
(technically), followed a few hours 
later on ABC's "Nightline." In this 
instance the opposing parties - the 
foreign ministers of Iran and Iraq - 
were brought face to face via closed 
circuit television, and to the viewing 
audience via split screen. With mod- 
erator master Ted Koppel at the 
helm, the crucial issues involved in 
the Iranian-Iraqi civil war were 
brought sharply into focus. Whether 
the two foreign ministers had en- 
gaged in similar discussions recently 
or not, by the conclusion of the pro- 
gram, each strongly articulated the 
ambitions of their respective govern- 
ments. As with the CBS Democratic 
candidates' debate, the discussion 
was heated and the usual ambiguous 
rhetoric was gradually whittled down, 
giving way to concrete assertions. 
While the neighbors in Marshall 
McLuhan's "global village" engage 
in politics and warfare, television, 
despite its drawbacks, once again 
proves its ability to not only inform 
the public (do not forget an informed 
public is one of the goals our forefa- 
thers had in mind for this democ- 
racy), but to help facilitate dialogue, 
ana yea, actual change. Change is an 
active process, and the networks can 
proudly wear the white hats thev 
earned on Wednesday night 
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Love, 
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GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Box office open 
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Welcome Back. 
We're looking forward 
to seeing you 
this weekend 
at Uptown. 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU 
EAST    SOUTH 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
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fa NU.   /   LIMMR 
I HARPY OAYI AOAIN 
('•RKI RIIMINO Aithoi 





I MOUM ON TMO 
t(M THMt I COMPANY 
OAraMVMUOO 
WUJ. WU WORLD OP 
bfaVO 
I THM WMK IN TM 
PARAOi 
• ACTRA AaVAROO Jaw. 
Raw M (kand aakaam at rM 
■ TMO   A-TIAM TM taaw 
w. a Mb a* af • (Mr of 
 ■bipfliln «l 
POUL-UP*.   ILIKI   0 
NOVA     TM   WarW 
| To III Illf A pra- 
nk of iMaPWI biff 
avoaa Ma MMdM af Na Mar- 
aOM m a naanf W—t M MM 
IMMTig 
• MOV* ••• 'TM (MMI 
PaaM Of Or. LM" MM4I Tony 
(MMW Arlw O-CMRM. AR a» 
(TMO    MOV*    **R    'lav 





SbnOeU'ti. (419) 536-3701 
MPL4N       3550 Secor Road 
Toledo, Ohio 43006 . ttXX^TtONAl 
I CfNTtR 
IJSAT • GMAT • MCAT • GRE 
12ba new« maoozlne/march 30 1984 aa ine/rnarc^ 
Jaot      Iti'D    Tom 
OatarM Taylor  An wGrMr Sara' i  thaahan.   author   of 
I  Incoma    Tha   Flight 
■ kaadom achool tor <w»aya on      To foonoma:  Sacwity. 
TO 
MQ 
0 A.K.A. PABLO Moacan- 
Amancan actwwta avotaal agami 
■ to Paul • 
• MUM atandard afaBtbJ 
flUNNVHU 
nMQMOVTX**    lOTobbaV 
nn»M      I1N1I   Chartaa   Sronaarv 
MO 
• ■WMTfENUtAt.rv 
Gaatn   and   Tha   Gaofcn -oVaW-ra 
Sar-JMaw 
partomaaSl 
MM to *• Mb of MM Taon 
USA     ItoMhor    Tbomaa    and 
MaAool   Young   htm   Bat   MM! 
few* tram (ha Coot Corn«r««n 
Canto oil 
0 R6»TIOE coov 
uaaa aaarcf. to a Uto of woman 
w 
11:40 
• DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
Oova Olayaa Ftoonco Haahab. 
gaM, i tow, ■ w. cowboy and 
f> fiwbanaabn. 
11:44 
■ THREE'S COMPANY Lar- 
ry aaaumaa Jock* tebnMy to a 
data wrth Janata ("and IRIQ 
0 • AMERICAN FLAY- 
HOUSE Maw Lortoytoarta' 
Cnc Bo6a.ii and Arttu Hi Bter at 
fiotharaol Wait i drama about a 
young icxrnaaat who ■» 'oread to 
wmo an abnea column to iha 
lowborn  (Rig 
9:30 
• SHAflNQ UF Shannon 
thabt hor actatg caraar •■ goatg to 
gat a DOOM whan Buddy ' aa i»ti a 
tamoua playwright to jom tha 
dub 
10:00 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
• REMINGTON STEELE Tha 
■port of bonno feada RartHnoton. 
Laura and Wadrad atto an awaaft- 
0ft on ol daadry undarworld aetiv- 
»N 
HART  TO   HART A aabo- 
MM nga an arcraft Jonathan « 
laatng to Iha gowjrnmanl  (HI Q 
• ffi MURRAY AND 
ARLENE A dOCMmaMATV about 
iha haartoaA and tnumphtoi oy 
a fVocAiyn f am** that rrugraiaa to 
waal Taaaa aaakaig a bat-ar -fa 
fflwws 
(TUCI MOV* ** "To B*gr> 
Agtan" (1983) Antoraa Fanandb. 
(nca.ni Paao A dying Nob* "Tin 
wtrmar and author nMurna lo 
Spain to ravWM ha DOT! PC-' 
10:30 
STO M ANNOUNCtO 
MONEY   -    HOW   TO 
MAKE   IT A tSiC-aniBn of raal 
aatata   .maatmani   and   how   n 
ollara       oppo'tumiiai        lor 
antrapianawra m praoonaad. 
6? NEW TECH TIMES Up-to- 
data attotnaBon on aha c*iangw*a 
atacooraca    HaM    bom    wdao 
gamat to word pi ctaaaora. 
MPW    NIVS    OREATE8T 
MOMENTS L.nabackara 




SANRORO AMD SON 








• MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
proajeta two ounmoro of ma 
holocauBt bom winga-hi Nam. (R) 
• -"RESIDENTIAL PRIMA- 
RY COVERAGE Roowtoty 
achadubd programming may bo 
dalayad or pro amptoJ to nat- 
wort oowjraga of pjaioonaa m 
fwjw Vat and ^rwaooram. 
IA4C NEWS NIOHTLINC 
• LATENK3HT  AMERI- 
CA Guaata Etototo Obawtr. to- 
mar Start Panthar who now c«4t 
11:44 
• TONIOHT "OBI Johnny 
Caraon Guaata. comatMn Rob» 
VVB.ami PtrytoNowman 
ISsOO 
• HAWAII FTVE-O 
SSJ/LOSO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
12:10 
O MOVIE 444   Tha Hatot 
Morgan Story'' I19S7I Ann bh/th. 
Paul Nawman. 
13:14 
KSPNt   BASKETBALL      1664 
SbjnvOunh Compatmon and Old 
Tanar'a Gama" 
12:40 
• MCCLOUO A 'utNaaa 
raoord him aaaculha pataono a 
country nar • manager. IRI 
12:S4 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVSD LETTERMAN Guaata 
comadwn   John   Cliaai.   actraaa 
1:00 
• MOVIE ** VI Owry Of A 
Mad Mouaawrh. 11670) Cama 
Snodgraaa   R-Jw/d Sanaxr-n 
t JIMMY SWAOGART 
MOVIE **'-.    Tha Graan 
Cortatoo       (16641    John   MBa. 
RanaRay 
1:16 
rTMQ   MOVE   **V>      bonnw 









• CSS NEWS 
MQHTWATCH 
CIPN) TH*4 WEEK IN THE 
MSA B1) 
2:44 




BbJ-lAROS    -Caaaara 
Cf awl    IP. I 
lOtOO 
I AUSTRALIAN  RULES 
FOOTBALL 
11*00 
«BPN) WONLD CUP BKHNO 
tvoman a Owni ajajaofn (from 
Waaarwla VaBay. N.H 1«) 
IMO 
KBPM BPOPJTBLOOK  (R) 
14)0 
■ BPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP - 
440 AnhauaarBuach biwMMn- 
6T (bom Tampa. Fta I IRI 
2:90 
*SPW TMS WEEK IN THE 
NBA1R) 
■400 
■ BPN) GYMNASTICS NCAA 
Dwtaaon * Woman a Taam Cham 





fESPN)   PLAY   YOUR    BEST 
TENNIS       Bwtong    Your    baat 




| WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• AEROBIC DANCING 
ESPN) FISHIN   HOLE     Fajftrng 
to largamouth Baa* at Ebphant 
Bull.   NM 
fTMa MOVIE *#H -BigMo 
IIS73I Bwrna Caaay 6o 6wan- 
aon CnpptoJ baakatbaa ptayar 
Mauno Stobaa * haVad by hai tal- 
low pwyw Jock Twyman G 
6:30 
■ •CM NEWS 
• NEC NEWS 
■ ABCNEWSP 
■ VW.RP IN CINCINNAT! 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
■BPN) SPORTBLOOK 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT    Faaturad:    actor 
cr ana horn Mtaxt-m  g 
•  MOV*   ****   "CapMIrl 
Nawman   M.D." (16631 Gragory 
Pack. Tatty Cwba   An Army pay- 
chuit.iai     aacomaa     anormoutfy 
sv 
I HAWAII FIVf-O 








aj   F.M     MAUAZINC   MTVl 
tjfjmni in* inn n»i. 
■'■COMPANY 
1= 
■BPN) AUTO RACING    »a*~ 
kar. Grand P—    tfcom R-o da Ja~ 
-ol 
(TMa MOV* **4>H Mw» 
«g" (16611 Jaoh Lammon. Bbay 
r York 
to twj aan who d-M 
aaa mabary oaup m CMo -PO 
MO 
• • MAMA MALONE Corv 
nw * ■> Irvcr ol tha aropoaad aa> 
aducakon    daaa    at    F.arAta • 
MO 
• •   MOV* 
0*a" (16631 Kara. 
Vwbim Dawana Tha wctan of a 
MOM attack by a paychopatlw: 
kabr tffuflgwf to rarnambar tha 
data* of tha •■odani at Bma la 
prawaw bar aaaaaarM bom etnlung 
ritni 
THE FACTS OF LIFE Jo 
and   6tor   ara   toaaaanad   with 
a-putoan bom achool. (Part 2 of 
Bjia 
• DYNASTY > aaon arrangaa a 
too raght maaong to Kar tonSy. 
and RaatoJ pwn. to aabotaga 
Danvw-Canwtgton g 
• • A WALK THROUGH 
THE 20TH CENTURY WITH 
BEL MOVERS Coma To Tha 
Fan" An inamatauon of Aman- 
caa World Fan - bom Cr-cago a 
•> 1693 to iha lataat at KnoavB*. 
Tiwniaaai - aa caraara of rao»a- 
woon. atapa-aoon about tha futura 
and atatght Mo our cutiura Q 
6:90 
• DOUBLE TROUBLI 
(Pi a< iwa a) Altar tlunfcaig a drtwv a 
taM. *«ta uaaa bar lavbar'a car to 
<*rva to a rock conoart 
CSPN) PKA KARATE Baal 
KUkaaf 63" W 
10*K> 
• ST. ELSEWHERE A gruff 
man damanda apaoal can to Na 
awabd   wba.   and   EtvScb   tatda 
I wrth alunky woman IRI 
HOTEL A f aaUanaal hopa- 
Saa an affair wtth a iwaadtar of 
praaa.    and   Chnanna    m 
rwkatg • daal lo land 
to aha now (Rl g 
A  OtFPERENT  DIXC 
what Tom V 
and miararato lour atorwa of raptd 
changa ai  rha  South  that nyaaal 
iha   artacii   of   focwl.   aconormc 
NIW* 
aaa ■ CIS 
NOHTWATCH 
mwnl TINNM "Aw> u~ 





W»D, VMLO I. WU> WORLD OF 
ma MOVC »•   o—d 
U^miiiy" Mt77l FMMtd F^v. 
IM.U|M AfHWM^WI 
• m *M« lull— •• *«■ 
UM» cimwpMW In rha hMMry of 




MPM •Forrm.ooK mi 
u.-oo 
I HAWAII FIVI-0 ■j/kcao 
IIMCI    MOVH    #*H    "tM 




*ma WORLD cm> m HNO 
.CoUltXI 
11:10 
0    LAT1     NIOMT     WITH 
DAVID UTT1RMAN Omn: 
tmmtm L«»> »*••. •**« jw- 
rr»ow«*i 
■ LAUREL ANO HAROY 
11:40 
■ DAVi ALLEN AT LAROE 
Dswa ptoyt HtanlM. ■ lunap ftxl 
Long John ft*AV. 
4 MOVIE * 'VAhout W«n- 
ng" MMOl JooV Fafonoo. Moron 
Lonoou 
1:00 
■ MOV* •••', -Tho 
Qomblor" 11.741 Jomoo C* 
FoulConnno 
S JIMMY 1WAOOART 
MOVIE * * H ' ovoouooon 
Of An Amoncon WHo"   11.64) 
Jonnoor Jonoo. Monfoomorv OHT 
1:11 





■ana) FtlHrN HOLE Fohng 
tar Lvgomowth ION Ol EtophoM 






WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
TV AUCTION A MMrr 
phono   OH0IOO01II0   whora   any 
OWNJ and ooorroTong art. bo ouc- 
oonad to Iha l-ghaal t~ddor 
tKAFFV DAYS AGAIN 
CALLKWAFMY      WITH 
KENKOOWN 
*SF0H TO M ANNOUNCED 
ftMCI MOVIE *** DoooV 
oop I1M2) MlQhOOl COM. 
Oanluoloo Roovo A utaf IIIII.II 
oullonng from r-noi bfook paino 
lo do ooroy oath o formoi olurtom 
of Mo OM |ll»i III oS. voong 





m VWRP m CINCINNATI 
■ »in»NEM REPORT 
Wll NUMERO UNO IFWn- 
ojrol AtrOaM prrjroad   From tool- 
Wool Gormon aooooi 
Oaooia ooor Tho phono. IRI 
IS)   NHL   HOCKEY   "Onion 
ma ohraf » adopt o 
DOn orOM. IFort 2 Of 
»ni 
I TMAT-1 INCMDaoLEI 
| TV AUCTION ICONTOI 
I *••* "li Tha 
Hoot Ol Too Ihght IIM7) SloV 
MO FoOoor. Re. Stoioa. Tr* 
mood   ro   MOM   aman   0   Nook 
/Ml i 
fT-jTdW OM 
• SNEAK PRE VEWI 
*SPM      NFL-S      GREATEST 
MOMt NTS A took bask at tha 
IHlNFLaaaaon (R) 
fTldCI MOVIE ##* •Oaji" 
MS63I Oaa Wakaca Oann, f.v 
tauro. A woman and har yoarg 
•on ara Pappad m tha* car ■ t a > 
■abiitl auto lapaa yard by • 
huga. rabfd dog 4' 
S:30 
• FAMILY T*B MabOfV • 
boybland (aturna to har. towng 
baan ouarwtiabnad by coSaga ala 
W 
• ENTtlNtPRISE     WotkoM 
Eric Savwawl aaaminaa tha abug- 
gla Of a woman ■  haaRh club  lo 
aurwua  •> a  volaMo bua-waa ck-  , 
mata tp 
■BPN) TOR RANK BOXING 
Charka Vvhria Lightrang'' Brown 
/ Luko Laoca at a ightwaajhi bout 
achadutadto 10'omda Ikva horn 
AtlantK Crty  Hi) 
MO 
• • MOV* Tha RaaHJghi 
Sting (PtamMral Fanah fawcatt 
Baau Bridgaa In onto lo conwcl 
a local rackata katp, a gouarnmant 
buraau covardy aaaumaa manaaja- 
mant of a bro-wi 
• CHEERS    Tha    coach 
, doctor    and t-ttninltb ai 6hyd- 
TONaQHT   Haai:   Janmy 
m. acaraaa Angto Oks- 
luwaon 
iABC NEWB NIOHTUNE 
BENNY H4L 
UkTENfOHT    AMEFMCA 
Guaata   Lnba I awAtoa   Irtocra- 
ponaayaph./; actor Jamaa Caoo 
taba about hw caraar and hta bght 
to owcoma obaaPy M 
11:44 
4BPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Charta Whna Laahtnng Brown 
/ Luka Laooo In a apbh-aajbt bout 
acbadvtoJ to 10 rownda (from 
Atlantic City. N J| IRI 
(ma MOV* 4 4 Tha Worn 
an Naat Dear" 116611 Oorard 
Dapardaju. Faraty Aidani A mar- 
tad man   baeomaa rornanacat. 
i; 
aaaumaa tha job aa managar of a 
iitb bagua taam IN) 
• TWO MARRIAGES Kaaa 
praaauraa Scon to mafca a mora 
nonahip. and Art and Nancy haw* 
• MYSTERYI Haaty Aca Of 
Spba'* 1*44/ aaa-a to rauanga 
Sawnkofl'a daafh. rawrna lo Pua- 
•w to trwaattgafa tha aruat and 
raka abar-kanmant by «w Brmah 
rt ha ia caught  B*BT. 11 of 12) Q 
S:30 
• BU FF ALO BILL Woody 
ourta Na fob aa ttaga managar 
arta- an argumam wtih M  (A) 
IftOO 
• H4X  STREET  BLUES H* 
12:0O 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
ISJ/LOBO 
) TV AUCTION 'CONT-DI 




• LATE NKJMT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guaat 
acnaa tttaptiarw, Z-triMkat 
12:40 
• DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
Oaw> pkrya a South Amarican rau- 
oluawnary. a S/najh ofhear and a 
■Ml. 
• MOVE1 *4 Cchoaa' 
(1976) Fachard AMan. Marcadaa 
McOartdrrfgB. 
1O0 
• 4SOVSC 444 H 'Dan t 
Lo«4., fSfw'' 11673) Jaba Chraraa. 
• JBkPM. 8WAGOART 
• MOV* 44 H   -D-tm 
Iha    "to      (10371 
1:30 
1:46 
ITBrCI        MOVII       * * vi 
fmbryo    (I6T6I Rock Hudaan. 
barbaraCarrwa 
4:16 
nTrWMOV* *b     lOIoM-J- 
(16S3I  Chartaa  Sranaan 
■BPN)    IIIST1F    THE    POA 
TOUR 
MM 
) ONE DAY AT A TIME 
■-aaaa   || Mark* 
prachcat-aAng btotd. 
■   NHL   HOCKEY    "OhMOn 
i 
CoWW«M * tfbl' VBjM. -. 
6:16 
VBPNI   THSB  VWtK   IN   TH1 
NSA(R) 
• BOB HOPE'S WHO 
MAKES THE WORLD 
LAUGH Gaorga fcarna, L«oBa 
Sal and kbokay Rpaaay Ran St* 
caanadton ai a atoba to aha graoi- 
aai BBBBEJ taami of tha paat 
lOOyaan. 
• THE FALL GUY A gang- 
ato a MBMB Borrpb-nag CaM'a 
watoaowa achama lo caboh a 
Map af aakaorackara. 6t) 
• • NATIONAL OEO- 
0R>kPHfC SPECIAL Faaka Of 
Tha yybaoptng Crana" A took at 











• POLICE STOFtY Two mam- 
ban Of Iha wba aquad go urxka 
cow* to braak a pomograph-: Nm 
mg. (R) 
• TONIOHT Hoat: Johnny 
Caraon. 
I ABC NEWB NKtHTLINE 
• LATIMOKT  AMERI- 
CA Guaat   Mary Lovaa Smrrh. to 
7M> 
•     •     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT faaaurad- IVad Rogari 
tan,   laaraango, For namaa Eai- 
arhaua   M   Iha   gooTafbai   of   har 
gMM'aaaam. 01) 
• 20/ 20 
■ TV AUCTION (CONTO) 
IT 
1:11 
ALL   NEW   TM1   OLD 
i HAWAII FIVE-O FAMLYFiUO LITTLE HOUW OM THE ."«■ (TMQ MOVIE •* Too VWM •oflolO" (1.77) Chortna Oronaon. WM Sompoon. WM M Mekdo and Cloaf Croav Homo confront 






MAOAZINC    Actor 
1 Roogos 
aaa 
O MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
comaa to mo 001 of a Soojon 
lootov    roooMng    vaoya 
door doodooof OoVongrv: on Onor- 
mooa whM bufloto   PQ 
KMO ■ LEAOUE Of WOMEN 
VOTER! RRBIIOBNTIAL 
OEIATI Jokn Oono. (tor Hon. 
pom 01 o dooola oootg I 
tMOoMdL. LpiiiMioConoonhon 
Cantar  at  t^taastaTfgtfi.  rannaytva 
noo. 
11K» 
a aj fa a NEW* 
■ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
2:10 
■ Cll NEW! 
HK3MTWATCH 
oTaFN)    VICTORY    LAN!: 
AUTO RACING *14 IRI 
aaa ■ CBS NEWl 
NaOHTWATCH 
aa 
(TMCI MOVIE ** loo, 
ChonoMv'B Loaor" IIMIIaVMo 
KMML ffcotiooM CM. 
4:00 
CorNI    1WIMMIN0     NCAA 
OhoHon H Mon'a ChompionoNp 
Ihom I rial04 N Y.I Ml 
**** 
***H 





The University Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for: 
BG News Summer Editor 
&  1984-85 Editors for 
The Key The Obsidian 
Miscellany Magazine 
Applications available at 106 University Hall      DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 18, 5 p.m. 
